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28 Students Get Awards 
During Honor Day Event 
Twenty-eight Clemson students 
received awards yesterday at the 
college's annual Scholarship Rec- 
ognition Day. Presidents of the 
leading honorary scholastic fra- 
ternity in each school presented 
the awards for their respective 
schools, and the presidents of the 
two campuswide honor societies 
Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Eta Sigma, 
presented awards to the highest- 
ranking students in the college as 
a whole. 
In the Architecture Department, 
the Minaret fraternity award for 
the outstanding sophomore in 
Architecture was won by Jame; 
M. Shields, Jr. of Nashville, Tenn 
Prizes of $40, 30, $20,, and $10 
were won in the McPherson 
Design Competition by W. M. 
Cureton of Union, J. P. Wilk of 
Chester, Conn., J. R. Gray of An- 
derson, and M. H. Sadler of Rock 
Hill, respectively. 
The Architects Medal, given 
each year to the outstanding 
senior in the Architecture Depart- 
ment, was won by Phelps Bultman 
of Sumter. 
For the School of Chemistry. 
Alphi Chi Sigma fraternity gave 
awards to the sophomore chemis- 
try major having the highest 
grades after three semesters, wor 
by Thomas Ward of McClellan- 
ville, and to the student who had 
the highest grade for the first 
semester of freshman chemistry, 
won by C. A. Mobley of Simp- 
sonville. 
The American Association of 
Textile Chemists and Colorists 
award for the senior with the best 
record in textile chemistry was 
won by Joseph P. Clancy of Lan- 
caster. 
The National Association of 
Cotton Manufacturers student 
honor medals for the seniors hav- 
ing the best record in textile 
(Continued on Poge 3) 
6 A&S Professors 
Granted Leaves 
For Grad Study 
Six members of the faculty of 
the Clemson College School of 
Arts and Sciences will take leaves 
of absence for graduate study at 
the end of the current semester, 
and three others will continue 
study begun this year. All are 
working toward Ph. D. degrees. 
The ones beginning their leaves 
and the schools they will attend 
are W. G. Miller, associate pro- 
fessor of mathematics, University 
of Florida; A. T. Hind, Jr., in- 
structor in mathematics, Univer- 
sity of Michigan; W. D. Trevillian 
assistant professor of econamics 
University of California; J. E 
Tuttle, instructor in history and 
government, University of South 
Carolina; W. E. Webb, instructor 
in history and government, Uni- 
versity of Virginia; and J. P. 
Brewster, associate professor o' 
mathematics, Duke University. 
Those continuing work and the 
schools they are attending, are 
C. B. Green, associate professor 
of English, Duke University; H. 
M. Cox, associate professor of 
English, University of Pennsyl- 
vania; and G. W. Clark, instruc- 
tor in physics, University of Vir- 
ginia. 
Faculty members returning 
from leave include L. G. Kelly 
instructor in mathematics, Uni- 
versity of Minnesota; C. H. Car- 
penter, instructor in history and 
government, University of Chica- 
go and University of North Caro- 
lina; and E. M. Lander, associate 
professor of history and govern- 
ment, who returned this semester 
from the University of North 
Carolina. 
F. H. Macintosh, associate pro- 
fessor of English, and E. M. Lan- 
der will take summer leave at 
the end of this semester to work 
on Ph. D. dissertations. 
Phelps Bultman Places In Semi- 
Finals National Design Contest 
John Den! Elected 
Annual Y Banquet 
Will Be Thursday 
Night At Y Cabin 
The annual YMCA banquet will 
be held at the Y Cabin on the 
Seneca River on Thursday night, 
May 12, at 6:00. 
All campus folk have been in- 
vited, but it is requested that 
guests purchase tickets in ad- 
vance from Miss Abbott at the 
Y desk or from any council or 
cabinet member. Tickets cost 
twenty-five cente each. 
Baptist Students 
John E. Dent, textile maufac- 
turing sophomore of Columbia, 
was elected president of the State 
Baptist Student Union for the 
coming year, 1949-1950, at the 
annual BSU Spring Retreat, which 
was held last weekend at Win- 
throp College. He succeeds Hin- 
ton Porter, Furman University 
pre-ministerial  student. 
Other officers elected were Joe 
Jones of the Citadel, enlistment 
vice president; Bill Huckabee of 
USC, social vice president; Eliz- 
abeth Lynch of W. C. F. U., de- 
votional vice president; Martin 
Adams of Winthrop, secretary; 
Tuanita Guthe of Spartanburg 
Junior College,  treasurer; Mamie 
Phelps Bultman, architecture 
senior of Sumter, is one of the 
twelve students in the entire na- 
tion to qualify for the finals in a 
competition to determine the most 
outstanding architectural design 
submitted by architectural seniors 
in the various colleges and uni- 
versities throughout the United 
States. 
Bultman qualified several 
weeks ago to enter the prelimi- 
naries. Yesterday, Prof. John H. 
Gates, head of the Clemson Col- 
lege architecture department, re- 
ceived notification from New 
York that Bultman was one of the 
twelve students selected for the 
finals. Clemson is the only 
Southern college represented ir 
the finals. Among the ' other 
schools placing students are the 
University of California, the Uni- 
versity of Illinois, Penn State, the 
University of Pennsylvania, and 
Princeton University. 
The final competition will begin 
May  18, when the subject of the Lou   Loftie   of  Baptist   Hoospital, 
publicity  chairman;  Sybil  Martin | competition    will    be    announced 
of  Limestone,   magazine   sales   and the competing students given 
chairman;    Betty    G. Hudson of   
one
  
week  m   which   to   complete 
Converse,   music   chairman. 
Also, Frances Garrison of Er- 
skine, Sunday School vice presi- 
dent; John Bryant of Wofford, 
summer work extension chair- 
man; Elizabeth Patrick of Coker, 
Ridgecrest  chairman;   Claude 
their designs. The judging will 
be done in New York. The win- 
ner will receive a scholarship to 
the Ecole De Beaux Art in Paris, 
entitling him to study overseas 
for a year and a half. 
The    design    which     qualified 
Hugley of Furman, Training Bultman for the finals was a 
Union chairman, and Vary Ann group of buildings for the recrea- 
Hamilton of Lander, Y. W. A. tional center at the United Na- 
chairman. i ti°ns-    He was allowed 48 hours 
Miss-Naomi McCrackin of Con-   in-which to complete the design 
verse College was elected faculty  During' the 48 hours, he slept only 
advisor, and the Reverend Harold , five hours. 
Cole of Clemson was elected pas- !     "The next problem will be even 
tor advisor. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
To Sponsor Scout 
more difficult," Professor Gates 
i said. "I have no idea what it 
will be, but on the day the com- 
petition opens I will receive an 
air-mail letter from New York 
informing me of the subject. I, in 
turn, will inform Cadet Bultman. 
HonOr   CoUrt   Here  He win have exactly one week in 
which   to   complete   his   designs. 
Betweeh    300    and    500    Boy  How much sleep he^gets is up to 
Scouts from Oconee, Pickens, and   him." 
Anderson Counties will converge  
on  Clemson  on  Friday,  May   13, j ■       » I     S> 
when   Clemson   College   and   the   ^09^011  IS WBWj 
Gamma Lambda Chapter of Alpha 
Phi Omega play host for a mam- 
moth  court of honor to be held 
from 8:30 to 9:00. 
Dr. R. F. Poole will welcome 
the Scouts to Clemson. George manufacturing junior of Elmhurst, 
Pant, who. will act as master of Illinois, was elected president of 
ceremonies,   will   introduce   Bob   Phi   Psi   textile   fraternity   at   a 
Of Phi Psi Frat 
James     R.     Anderson,     textile 
Thomas, who will lead singing; 
Forest Suggs, who will present 
Forest Suggs will present Life 
Scout awards, and Phil Prince 
will give a history of Alpha Phi 
Omega. The speaker who will 
present Eagle Scout awards has 
not as yet been named. 
Royal Norton is in .charge of 
program arrangements for the 
jamboree. 
regular meeting held last Thurs- 
day night, A'pril 28. 
Other officers for the coming 
year are Roy F. Barrett of Green- 
wood, vice-president; B. R. Adams 
of Anderson, secretary-treasurer; 
B. K. Sutton of Greenville, senior 
warden; and Herman E. Bright of 
Greenville, junior warden. All 
these men are textile manufac- 
turing juniors. 
Junior-Senior Sponsors Elaborate Mother's 
Is Planned For 
inior-Senior Banquet Preparations Now 
Complete; Dr. Pierce Karris Will Ipeak 
Rayle Elected to Head BlueKey 
Recently elected officers of the Clemson chapter of Blue 
Key are, left to right, Robert Rayle, president; H. M. 
"Six" Tcbin, vice president; Paul Lunsford, alumni sec- 
retary; and Arthur Banks, recording secretary-treas- 
urer. Not shown are W. P. Roberts, corresponding 
secretary; and Forest Suggs and Royall Norton,, co- 
editors of the '49 Blue Key Directory. 
Highlighting a three-day round of parades, banquets 
and parties on the Clemson College campus this week- 
end will be the annual Junior-Senior dance at which 
these girls will sponsor. Their escorts will be members 
of the Central Dance Association. Top row, left to 
right, Miss Ann Bryant of Limestone College for H. C. 
Chambers, and Miss Louise Claussen of Converse Col- 
lege for Roy N. Taylor. Bottom rtow, Miss Helen Civil 
of Queens College, Charlotte, for George L. Adams, Jr., 
and Miss Margaret Cannon of the University of South 
Carolina and Hartsville for Johnny Klettner. Erskine 
Hawkins and his orchestra will provide music for the 
Friday formal and the Saturday informal. 
r49 Taps Will Be Given To Seniors 
Monday; Distribution Points Given 
 : ♦ 
The '49 Taps will be distributed 
to seniors on Monday, May 9 im- 
mediately after supper, according 
to an announcement made today 
by Lewis Smith, editor of this 
year's book. 
Lewis  said,  "In order that the 
process  may be  expedited,  there 
will be three points of distribu- 
tion. v   Seniors   whose   last   name 
begins with the letter A through 
I will receive their Taps  in the 
Slipstick room, basement of Bar- 
rack  5;  the  J  through  O  group 
will   receive   their   books   in   the 
CDA room, basement of Barrack 
,7;   and   the   P   through   Z   group 
i may pick up their annuals in the 
j Taps room,  basement of Barrack 
Underclassmen will receive 
their books under the same plan. 
Books will be given out to juniors 
on Tuesday night, sophomores on 
Wednesday night, and freshmen 
on Thursday night. 
Smith says that theer are books 
available for those students who 
wish to buy books, but have not 
■paid their fees. They are asked 
to wait until after Thursday night 
to request them. 
Any student that has lost his 
receipt should see the business 
manager, Bob Wiggins, before 
asking for his book, Smith says. 
Five Clemson 
Profs Attend Phi 
Beta Kappa Meet 
Five members of the Clemson 
arts and sciences faculty attend- 
ed a meeting of the Beta of South 
Carolina Chapter of Phi Beta 
Kappa with headquarters at Wof- 
ford College at the Cleveland 
Hotel in Spartanburg on Friday, 
April 29. 
They are A. T. Hind,.instructor 
in mathematics; O. P. Rhyne, 
head of the modern language de- 
partment; Dr. T. B. Alexander, 
associate professor of history and 
government; Dr. F. M. Kinard, 
dean of the School of Arts and 
Sciences and guest of Dr. Alex- 
ander; M. C. Bell, associate pro- 
fessor of mathematics, and Mrs. 
Bell. 
Dr. Alexander is retiring presi- 
dent of the Piedmont Area Asso- 
ciation of Phi Beta Kappa, and 
Dr. Rhyne was elected vice presi- 
dent of that organization at this 
meeting. 
The Right Honorable James 
Byrnes was main speaker at the 
meeting. 
Wigington Goes 
To Special Meet 
John T. Wigington, director of 
Division of Technical Service for 
the Cotton Textile Institute, at- 
tended a special committee meet- 
ing for the consideration of in- 
creasing the growth of extra long 
staple cotton in this country. The 
committee is composed of rep- 
resentatives from the National 
Cotton Council, the United States 
Department of Agriculture, the 
Textile Industry and the Plant 
Breeders. 
This week, Mr. Wigington is 
attending the annual meeting of 
the Cotton Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation of Georgia at Daytona 
Beach, Florida. 
RCA Vice-President 
Gives Dr. Poole A 
New Record Player 
By LEROY DOAR 
J. A. Milling, a member of the 
Clemson class of  1927,  and now 
Preparations for a gala Junior- 
Senior Banquet tomorrow an 
now complete, except for last- 
minute details, according to a 
report from the Junior Class exe- 
cutive committee. 
Dr. Pierce Harris, of Atlanta, 
Georgia, who is regarded as one 
of the best after-dinner speakers 
in the country, will be the prin- 
cipal speaker. (John Paul Lucas, 
Jr., originally scheduled to speak, 
had to cancel the engagement be- 
cause of an illness in the family.) 
Dr. Harris is a sportsman and 
a minister as well as a speaker. 
Some years ago he played pro- 
fessional baseball with the Detroit 
Tigers, and he is now considered 
one of the best left-handed golf- 
ers in the country. Since his 
baseball days, he has entered the 
Methodist ministry, and is pastor 
of a church in Atlanta. He is a 
member of a professional speak" 
er's guild, and makes between 
four and five hundred speeches in 
a year—an average of more than 
one  a day. 
The College Dining Hall doors 
will open at 7:30 o'clock Friday 
evening. The banquet program 
will start promptly at 7:30 o'clock. 
Those juniors and seniors who 
do not have invitations and reser- 
vations for the banquet may ob- 
tain them, Friday night by paying I 
at the door. 
Dress for the banquet will be 
semi-formal.   Veterans may wear I 
either    tuxedoes    or    suits,    and 
cadets may wear either tuxedoes 
or uniforms. 
Reserved seats located as fol- 
lows: Al, A2, A3, and A4 through 
Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4, in the large dining 
Clemson's annual Mother's Day 
program will cap off a weekend 
of dances, parties, and other en- 
tertainment, this Sunday, with the 
traditional emphasis on military 
cut-ups. 
The Honorary Cadet Colonel 
and the Honorary . Clemson 
Mother will share . .top honors, 
with the colonel doing her duty 
by reviewing and inspecting the 
Cadet Corps. 
The program begins at ten 
o'clock Sunday morning, with 
Barracks 1, 3, and the' west side 
of 6, (the cadet barracks) open 
for inspection by all who care to 
enter, until one o'clock. 
The afternoon's activities will 
start with a concert by the Clem- 
son College Concert Band in the 
College Chapel from 1:45 to 2:30 
p. m. From 2:45 to 2:55, the 
Freshman Drill Platoon, under 
the direction of Raymond B. 
Cromwell, arts and sciences junior 
of Chester, will give an exhibition 
drill. From 2:55 to 3:05 the 
Pershing Rifles, led by A. H. 
Peters, chemical engineering jun- 
ior of Summerville, will drill. 
i Then Clemson's famous Senior 
; Platoon, led by William H. Moore, 
arts and sciences senior of Sandy 
Springs, will go through its gyra- 
tions. 
The Regimental Review will be- 
gin at 3:40 p. m. 
Rest Room facilities for the 
ladies will be available on the 
first floor of Second Barracks, 
according to a report from a high 
military  official. 
ASCE Slates Parly   I 
During Intermission 
The Clemson chapter of the 
American Society of Civil En- 
gineers has made plans for an in- 
termission party to be held dur- 
ing   the   mid-way   break   in    the 
party, 
hall.    Seats A5,  A6,  A7,  and A8 
oneTrkevice^ ^6' K7, ^ KJ'  ln , Frlday"nignt dance" The the small south mess hall.    Seats     fa. h    m be h w   t the hom, 
L5, L6, L7, L8, through P5, P6, 
P7, and P8, in the small north 
mess hall. 
Leave your cigarettes at home. 
Each table at the banquet will be 
furnished with a pack of Chester- 
fields, compliments of the Ches- 
terfield Company. 
Robert F. Rayle, arts and 
sciences junior of Eastover, was 
sleeted president of the- Clemson 
College, chapter of Blue Key, na- 
tional honor fraternity, at a meet- 
ing at the Fort Hill Presbyterian 
Church on Monday night, May 2. 
Rayle will take office at the next 
meeting. 
Other officers elected at the 
meeting are H. M. Tobin, textile 
chemistry junior of Charleston, 
vice president; A. J. Banks, elec- 
trical engineering junior of St. 
Matthews, recording secretary- 
treasurer; W. P. Roberts, agricul- 
tural economics junior of Colum- 
bia, corresponding secretary; Paul 
Lunsford, textile manufacturing 
junior of Charlotte, N. C, alumni 
secretary; and R. E. Norton, ar- 
chitecture junior of Clemson,, and 
F. D\ Suggs, textile engineering- 
junior of Anderson, co-editors 
the 1949 Blue Key Director. 
B. D. Cloaninger, secretary of 
the .Board of Fertilizer Control, 
was elected faculty  advisor. 
The meeting included a buffet- 
banquet and initiation of seven 
new "worms." About twenty stu- 
dent members and fifteen faculty 
members attended. 
RCA Service Company, Inc., has 
given the President's office one 
of the new RCA Victor 45 rpm 
record players and a collection of 
classical and semi-classical rec- 
ords. 
This new record player is one 
of the biggest advances in the 
phonograph industry since its 
founding. RCA claims that it 
has four big advantages over all 
other -players. First, it is the 
"world's faster changer;" second, 
it is the easiest, surest operating 
changer ever made—and it costs 
less; third, it is completely au- 
tomatic—load the spindle—press 
the. button once and that is all; 
and fourth, it can play more than 
50  minutes  without  attention. 
The RCA records that go with 
the new player are themselves 
quite unique. There is a different 
color for each type of music; black 
for popular, red for classical, yel- 
low for children's, green for west- 
ern, midnight blue for popular 
classical, cerise for. blues and 
rhythm, and sky blue for inter- 
national. The seven inch size of 
the records will make them more 
easily stored and their plastic 
construction will make them much 
more   durable. 
Mills Heads Clemson 
Reserve Officers 
Lt. Commander Frank C. Mills 
(Navy),  has  been  elected 'presi- 
dent of the Reserve Officers Asso- 
j ciation at  Clemson,  according to 
! an announcement by R. A. Banis- 
- ter,   immediate   past   president. 
Other   new   officers   are   Col. 
James H. Sams (Air Corps), vice 
| president;   and   Major   Lewis   D. 
Malphrus   (Army), secretary- 
, treasurer. 
The  Reserve  Officers  Associa- 
, tion   will   hold   a   meeting   every 
three  months during the  coming 
year. 
Professor I. A. Trively, is open 
for all members of A. S. C. E. 
and their dates. 
At the last regular meeting of 
the chapter, the members elected 
to hold their banquet for this 
semester at Seigler's Steak House 
in Walhalla on May 16, 1949. The 
program committee is selecting a 
speaker for the occasion, and sev- 
eral guests are being invited. 
Sam L. Pettit, civil engineering 
junior of Spartanburg, was elect- 
ed to succeed J. W. Bradfield as 
publicity director for the coming 
semester. 
After the completion of all bus- 
iness, the members were enter- 
tained with the movies of the 
Clemson-Boston College football 
game. 
Wessinger Is New 
Dairy Club Prexy 
Tuesday night was the date of 
the election of the Dairy Club of- 
ficers for the coming year. Those 
officers elected by the club were 
J. E. Wessinger, Dairy junior of 
Springfield, president; A. F. Bus- 
by, dairying junior of Anderson, 
vice-president ;and J. E. Cush- 
man, dairying sophomore of Ches- 
ter, secretary and treasurer. 
The program for the meeting 
also included a film presented by 
Professor B. E. Goodale of the 
Dairy Department on Cheesemak- 
of j ing. This film was shown for the 
[first time in the South at this 
meeting. 
At the conclusion of the meet- 
ing, the old and new officers' met 
for the purpose of orienting the 
new officers in their duties and 
also for the purpose of discussing 
a Dairy Club social which will be 
held within the next two' weeks. 
Fellowship Club Will 
Hear Jimmy Lever 
Jimmy Lever, former Execu- 
tive Secretary to Senator Olin D. 
Johnson, will speak to the Clem- 
son Fellowship Club on Tuesday 
night, in .the Browsing Room in 
the Library- He was Editor of 
The Tiger during his college days 
as well as. being active in other 
campus organizations. 
New officers were elected at 
the meeting of the club last Tues- 
day. These officers for the com- 
ing year are: H. L. Hunter, Dean, 
the School of Chemistry and 
Geology, president; F. M. Kinard, 
Dean, School of Arts and Sciences, 
vice-president; Professor J. E. 
Shigley, Head of Drawing and 
Designing Department, secretary 
and treasurer. 
The Fellowship Club is a local 
civic club here at Clemson made 
up of business, extension men, 
and professional teachers who are 
interested in the affairs of the 
community. The project of the 
club is the sponsoring and opera- 
tion of the local health clinic. 
Rev. Clark Speaks At 
Lutheran Convention 
Warren Cousins, mechanical en- 
gineering junior of Newberry, 
was elected president of the Lu- 
theran Student Association for 
the South Carolina-Georgia area 
at a conference held at Camp 
Barstow near Columbia last week- 
end, April 20-May 1. 
Other officers elected at the 
conference are Bill Sanders of 
the University of South Carolina, 
vice president; George Miller of 
Georgia Tech, secretary; and Mar- 
garet Shull of Newberry College, 
treasurer.. 
The theme of the conference 
was "Lord, Speak to Me." Fea- 
tured speakers were the Rev. F. 
W. Brandt of Charleston, who 
gave the main address; the Rev. 
Ben M. Clark of Walhalla and 
Clemson; and Dr. Harold Creager 
of the Luthern Seminary in Co- 
lumbia. 
DR.   BROWN    ATTENDS   MEET 
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of 
the School of Textiles, will leave 
Sunday to attend the Fourth Na- 
tional Textile Seminar to be 
held May 9 to 13 inclusive, 1949, 
at Shawnee Inn, Delaware, Pa. 
W. H. SIBLEY 
Sibley Wins Trip To 
Chicago From Sears 
Winston H. Sibley, animal hus- 
bandry • sophomore of Greenville, 
has been granted the sophomore 
scholarship award of the Sears 
Roebuck Foundation. He will be 
given an all-expense trip to Chi- 
cago on May 22 and a chance to 
compete with students from the 
47 other land-grant colleges for 
three national scholarship awards 
—one for $500 and two for $250 
each. 
Sibley has an 8.51 grade--point 
ratio. 
He will be accompanied on the 
trip by a member of the School 
of Agriculture. 
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Baptists To Hold Annual Banquet Here 
This Weekend; To Honor New Officers 
Officers and leaders of the B. 
S. U. will be honored at the An- 
nual Banquet in the Club Room 
of the Baptist Church this Sat- 
urday, May 7, at 5:30 p. m. Spi i>&] 
honors will be given to ft 
elected officers of the BSU. 
These include Pat Hance, pres- 
ident, David Bedell Jack Fergu- 
son, Ralph Jackson, Laurens An- 
drews, Ed Smith, John Dent, Tom 
Collings, W. P. Roberts, Frank 
McClure, George Shelton, and Ed 
Watt. Charles Still, retiring pres- 
ident, will preside through out 
the banquet. 
Mr. Robert H. Denny, associate 
in the Baptist department' of stu- 
dent work will speak on the theme 
"Put On the Whole Armour of 
God." Mr. Denny spoke at the 
Fall BSU Convention in Anderson 
and was invited for this occasion 
because of his humor. Denny 
will also speak briefly on Sunday 
at the church. 
The program will include 
several musical selections by. s 
group of Converse girls, the BSU 
quartet; and Doc Roberts. Clyde 
Allen, in the capacity of Town 
Crier, will scoop Oscar on the ac- 
tivities of the BSUers. Decora- 
tions have been prepared by two 
committees, chairman of which 
are  Edd  Watt   and  Tom  Turner. 
Senior Day Chowhounds 
MOPSY lyOLADYS PARKER 
BUT IT'S STILL A HOLE IN ONE EVEN IF 
1 MADE IT WITH THE CLUB INSTEAD OF 
THE BALL/ 
Watch 'em go for that chow. You don't blafne 'em, do 
you? They're all seniors, supposedly, and they're put- 
ting their all into getting their all out of Clemson's first 
official Senior Day. 
ork Started On Lutheran Church 
& 1 IV 
(RvUened br The Associated Newspapers) 9 " 2-S» " ** 
The contract for construction of* 
a   Lutheran   church   and   student '■ 
center   at   Clemson   was  awarded 
April 4, and work has been    be- 
gun. 
The building committee of the 
South Carolina Lutheran Synod 
signed the contract • with the Blue 
Ridge' Construction Company of 
Walhalla,. 
The   building     with   equipment 
The BSU coat of arms is being 
painted by Jim Cothran. The 
food committee is headed by Mrs. 
W. E. Tarant, a member of the 
student committee of the church. 
Retiring BSU officers will take 
' part in the installation of their 
successors in the Sunday morn- 
ing services. In addition to Still, 
these include David Foster, Clyde 
Allen, John Cothran, Don John- 
son, John McLain, R. O. Watson, 
and'j. P. Carwile. W. P. Roberts, 
Pat Hance, and Jack Ferguson 
have been reelected to serve on 
the council. 
will cost about $40,000, according 
to the Rev. Ben M. Clark of Wal- 
halla, who has been conducting 
services for Lutherans here. The 
main floor will include an audi- 
torium seating about 140 per- 
sons, and- also a choir room and a 
'sacristy. The bottom floor will 
include a recreation hall, a kitch- 
en, and two conference rooms. 
The building, of brick and brick 
veneer construction, will be about 
30 by 65 feet. Plans were drawn 
by Rudolph Lee of Greenville, a 
member of the faculty of Clem- 
son's architectural department 
before his recent retirement. 
The building will be complet- 
ed in from four toi six months, 
Mr. Clark said. 
There are approximately 125 
Lutheran students at Clemson, in 
addition to a number of Luthe- 
rans in the community. 
yoot> ££¥££. 6ea£~f 
Luckies1 fine tobacco picks you up when you're 
low... calms you down when you're tense—puts 
you on the Lucky level! That's why it's so important 
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO 
—mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independ- 
ent tobacco experts —auctioneers, buyers and ware- 
housemen—smoke Luckies regularly than the next two 
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today! 
L$./M.F.T —leeckf &t>u'keMeant Ftne T&bacce 
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw 
COPB.i THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPAHt 
NO ACTION YET 
Constitution for the Student Body of Clemson College 
Preamble 
We, the students of Clemson College, believing that stu- 
dent government is both helpful and beneficial to all con- 
cerned, do ordain and establish this constitution for the stu- 
dent body of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
South Carolina—Clemson College. 
ARTICLE I 
Section I 
Student government shall be vested in the Senior Coun- 
cil. 
Section II 
The Senior Council shall be composed, of the President 
of the Senior Class, wbo Will be chairman of the Senior 
Council; Vice-president of the Senior Class, who will be 
chairman pro-tem; Secretary and Treasurer of the Senior 
Class who will be Secretary and Treasurer of the said Coun- 
cil; and the Senior Class Historian. In addition, seven 
members-of the Senior Class who will be elected by a popu- 
lar vote of rising Senior Class to be members of the Senior 
Council and help with the administration of the student 
government. 
Section III 
No person shall be a member of the Senior Council who 
shall have not maintained a C average in the school in which 
lie is studying.     (See amendment change.)' 
Section IV 
The Senior Council'shall meet in the office of the Presi- 
dent of the College when a meeting is called. The Secretary 




The Senior Council will act as a disciplinary and cor- 
rective Council over all judicial functions of the Student 
Body without interferring with the Military Department. It 
shall be the duty of the Senior Council to recommend pun- 
ishment of any student for conduct that would tend to bring 
discredit upon himself, upon the Student Body of Clemson 
College, or upon the College itself. 
Section II 
The Council shall draft its own rules and regulations. 
Any student brought before this Council shall have a right 
to a hearing and a defense council if he so desires. 
Section III 
Any man feeling that he is unjustly punished by the 
Military Department can plead his case before the Senior 
Council upon approval of the President of the College, the 
Commandant, and the Chairman of the Council. 
Section IV 
The Senior Council will from time to time meet with 
the deans and the faculty to discuss faculty and student re- 
lationships. 
Section V 
The Council will request permission to be allowed to 
meet with the Clemson College Trustees at some meeting to 
present the problems of Clemson as a voice of the Student 
Body. 
Section VI 
All Senior Class activities shall be in charge of the Prcs 
ident, Vice-Presidenl, Secretary and Treasurer, and Histo- 
rian of the Senior Class. Class meetings shall be called wit! 
major matters pertaining to the class. All Junior, Sopho 
more, and Freshman class business will be handled likewise 
ARTICLE III—ELECTION 
Section I 
The retiring Senior Class Officers will be on the second 
Monday in April call a meeting of the Junior Class, at which 
time nominations will be made for. President, Vice-president. 
Secretary and Treasurer, and Historian for the rising Senior 
Class. Voles for nomination will be made by show of 
hands and two nominees for each office will be agreed upon 
the class. The following day from 12 to 1 o'clock, tin 
nominees for the diffrcnt offices will be heard in a five- 
minute talk in the college auditorium. The polls will opei 
at 1 o'clock and votes will be taken in until long-roll. Tin 
ballots will be printed, and each ballot will be cortectl; 
scratched and signed, or they will be declared void in the 
counting of the votes. The retiring Senior Class officer, 
will count the votes,, and a majority of one vote will b< 
enough to declare a winner. 
Section II 
The following Wednesday of May, the newly electee1 
rising Senior Class officers will hold similar nominations 
for rising Junior Class, but there will he no speeches made 
!bc next day by the nominees. Polls will open at (J p'clock 
and close at retreat. Votes will be counted by the newly- 
eiected Senior Class officers. 
Section III 
The seven Senior Council members will be nominated 
Thursday of election week* and shall be upon the following 
day. The newly-elected rising Senior Class officers will 
call the class meeting and ask for nominations of candidates, 
and from this list nominated from the floor, the fourteen 
getting the highest number of votes will be the nominees. 
From these fourteen, seven will be elected the following day. 
Section IV 
Sophomore and Freshman Class officers will be elected 
during the first week of October the following semester. 
The Junior Class officers will hold the election and count 
the votes. 
Section V 
One must have maintained a C average in order to be 
eligible to hold a class office.    Freshmen are execptcd. 
Section VI 
All ballots will be printed. They will be handled 
through the guard room window. Each voter getting one 
ballot.    All votes must be signed. 
ARTICLE IV—FINANCE 
Section I 
All finances will be handled by the individual classes. 
Each class handling their own money as they see fit. 
$m^iimef^m waste 
i A 32-inch warp beam, which carries the length-wise yarns, 
that are fed into the loom to make cloth, is shown being lowered 
into place. Invented by technicians of a southern textile plant, 
the beams hold almost three times more yarn than the custom- 
ary 18-inch beams. Use of the giant beams cuts handling time 
in half, reduces yarn loss through waste another 50 per cent, and! 
slashes 66 per cent the costs of connecting yarns already in the 
loom, with those from a new beam. 
Mrs. P» S. Rochester Clemson's Firs! 
"Mother Of Year"; 6 Sons Are Grads 
By LEKOY DOAR 
Clemson's first "mother of the 
year," Mrs. P. S. Rochester, has 
been selected by Tiger Brother- 
hood on the basis of the mother 
who has had the- most sons to 
graduate from Clemson. Mrs. 
Rochester, a native of Salem, has 
had six sons to graduate from 
Clemson over a period of slightly 
more than ten years. A corsage 
will be given to "our mother" by 
two representatives of Orchids, 
Inc., W. ■ E. Darby, arts and 
sciences junior of Fort Motte, and 
C. R. Boyle, architecture freshman 
of Columbia. R. O. Watson, arts 
and sciences senior of Blaney, 
will escort Mrs. Rochester onto 
the field. 
Mrs. Rochester's six sons in- 
clude M. C. Rochester, class of 
'31, who is with the Clemson Col- 
lege Extension Service. S. B. 
Rochester, class of '32, has a con- 
struction business in Walhalla. O. 
J. Rochester, class of '36, was 
killed in the last war. Prior to 
that, he taught vocational agri- 
cultural education at Bunn High 
School, N. C. The fourth son is 
E. W. Rochester, class pf '38, vo- 
cational agricultural education, 
teacher at Robertsonvill High 
School. Steve Rochester is also a 
teacher of vocational agricultural 
education, but he is at Berea. The 
last son, D. P. Rochester, is with 
his brother in the construction 
business. 
In addition to her six sons, Mrs. 
Rochester has a daughter, Mrs. R. 
J. Cornell. Mrs. Cornell is a 
graduate of Anderson College, and 
is now living in Kingstree. 
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For a successful sumrher—job seeking or vacationing— 
you'll make a good impression anywhere with a cool Ara 
Cool ensemble. 
See your Arrow dealer today! Ara Cool shirts come in 
white and solid colors and are accompanied by harmoniz- 




SHIRTS    end    TIES 
UNDERWEAR   •   HANDKERCHIEFS   •   SPORTS SHiRTS 
■! 
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If you had read the horie manual, Mi» Slurp, you would know what li imorf 
by 'bareback'!" 
Hypsomefer, a New Type Of Instrument, 
Will Measure Altitudes Up To 50 Miles 
USAF Commissions 
Available To r49 
Junior-Senior Musicmakers 
«BS£EsffiK2P: 
A scientific cousin to Mom's 
teakettle has been developed by 
the General Electric Company to 
measure altitudes so high that 
ice is found in boiling water. 
G. E. engineers announced the 
development of the instrument, a 
hew type of "hypsometer," for 
the U. S. Army Signal Corps." It 
is carried aloft by weather bal- 
loons and is designed to measure 
altitudes up to 30 miles. 
Operation of the hypsometer is 
based upon the principle that the 
boiling point of a liquid drops as 
the altitude increases. As the 
weather ballon ascends, the stead- 
ily lowering boiling point is re- 
corded by the hypsometer and 
radioed to the ground. The in- 
formation enables observers to 
determine the balloon's  altitude. 
The instrument, which looks 
like a radio tube, was designed to 
replace bellows-type devices 
which expand and contract with 
changes in air pressure but which 
are not accurate at extremely 
high altitudes. According to en- 
gineers of the G-E General En- 
gineering and Consulting Labora- 
tory, who developed the hypso- 
meter, the instrument can best 
be described in terms of a minia- 
ture teakettle. 
The "kettle" part is a small, 
vacuum flask which holds about 
five thimbles-full of liquid. Water 
sometimes is used, but a liquid 
with 'a lower freezing point, such 
as carbon disulphide, usually is 
chosen. Inserted in the open end 
of the "teakettle" is the other unit 
which makes up the hypsometer. 
This is a thermistor, a delicate 
device which the engineers de- 
scribe as a "temperature-sensi- 
tive resiseor." This means that 
its electrical resistance changes as 
the temperature changes. The 
temperature-sensitive end of the 
thermistor is surrounded by steam 
given off bythe boiling liquid in 
the "kettle" end of the hypso- 
meter. 
The steam temperature changes 
as the altitude increases, and so 
does the electrical resistance of 
the thermistor. The changing re- 
sistance is transmitted to the 
ground by the ballon's radio, and 
from this information observers 
can calculate the boiling point 
and, consequently, the altitude of 
the sphere in the sky. 
Engineers pointed out that heat 
is applied to the liquid in the hyp- 
someter only once—when it's on 
the ground. After the liquid has 
been brought to a boil the hypso- 
meter is sent on its way. The 
liquid continues to boil even 
though no other heat is applied. 
This is because the boiling point 
lowers as the hypsometer rises 
and, even though the liquid gets 
cooler and cooler, it remains at its 
boiling point-for higher altitudes. 
Although the temperature of 
the boiling liquid itself is an in- 
dication of altitude, the engineers 
said the temperature of the steam 
given off by the liquid is a more 
accurate index. 
T. A. Rich, the G-E engineer 
under whose direction the hypso- 
meter was developed, said: 
"Nature provided us with a 
ready-made yardstick in that the 
temperature of steam given off by 
boiling water, for instance, drops 
approximately one degree centi- 
grade for every 1,000-foot in- 
crease in altitude. With the hyp- 
somteer, altitude can be comput- 
ed within 100 feet when the bal- 
loon is 20 miles up—far higher 
than  man  ever has  gorfe." 
Transformation of boiling water 
into ice takes place at high alti- 
tudes where the boiling point of 
the liquid falls below what would 
be its freezing point on the ground. 
Laboratory tests, in which high 
altitudes are simulated, show ice 
forming in boiling water at ap- 
proximately 116,000 feet. The 
piece of ice appears in the center 
of the boiling, bubbling water. It 
grows rapidly and, almost as if 
by magic, the water is transform- 
ed into solid ice. 
Even so, the engineers said, 
the hypsometer has continued to 
function by taking the' tempera- 
ture of the minute quantities of 
va-por given off by the ice. 
The Signal Corps Engineering 
Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, 
N. J., already have put hypso- 
meters into use. 
The United States Air Force 
has announced a program to build 
an officer corps composed in large 
part of graduates from colleges 
and universities throughout the 
nation, T-Sgt Gordon M. Sabott 
said today. 
In a letter to college presidents, 
Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chic' 
of Staff of the Air Force, has 
asked their cooperation.in bring- 
ing to the attention of graduating 
seniors the opportunities for ca- 
reers as officers and pilots in the 
Air Force. 
"The mission of the Air Force 
involves problems of management, 
research, operations, and leader- 
ship," General Vandenberg's let- 
ter said. "Efficient solutions of 
these problems depend on a high- 
ly competent officer corps com- 
posed mainly of college-trained 
men and women." 
"For college graduates  interest- 
ed in flying careers, the Air Force 
i is  reserving  a  number  of  places 
in its summer and early fail Avia- 
tion Cadet    classes,"    Sgt.    Sabott 
said.    "The purpose  is  to permit 
i seniors graduating in June to be- 
i gin pilot training with  minimum 
! delay.     Seniors   who   apply   now 
j will have their  papers  processed 
so that, if qualified and accepted, 
i they will be ready to begin train- 
I ing   in   one   of ■ the   early   classes 
! following  their  graduation." 
After one year of Aviation 
Cadet training—including flight 
instruction, academic work, and 
leadership training — they are 
I commissioned second lieutenants 
in the Air Force Reserve, with 
assignment to flying duties. Out- 
standing graduates of Aviation 
Cadet training receive Regular 
commissions immediately upon 
completing their training. The 
others, with Reserve commissions, 
have opportunities to compete for 
Regular commissions while on 
Extended Active-Duty. 
' College graduates interested in 
nonflying administrative and tech- 
nical careers in the Air Force 
have an opportunity to receive 
Reserve commissions after six 
months of training at an Ah* Force 
Officer Candidate School. Both 
men and women are eligible and 
no ROTC or other prior military 
service is required. 
More than 3,200 seniors will 
receive Reserve commissions upon 
completion of their Air, ROTC 
work at approximately 100 col- 
leges anc\ universities in June. All 
are being informed that they have 
an opportunity to serve three 
years of active duty with the Air 
Force. Those who can pass the 
physical and aptitude examina- 
tions will be accepted for pilot 
training. 
"The Air Force has hot changed 
its minimum educational require- 
ments for officers and pilots train- 
ing," Sgt. Sabott * said. "However, 
while accepting qualified appli- 
cants who have at least two years 
of college training or canvass an 
equivalent examination, the Air 
Force is advising students to com- 
plete their college work before 




Here they are—i'ts Erskine Hawkins and the band, 
who will play for Taps. Hawkins is reputed to be a 
master of everything from boogie to bop, and he'll show 
his stuff in the Field House Friday and Saturday nights. 
Poppy Sale To Be Conducted On Campus 
By Alpha Phi Omega, Square & Compass 
28 Students 
(Continued from Pag« 1) 
courses' was won by H. M. Miller 
of Chester, graduating in June, 
and George H. Ashley of Ware 
Shoals, graduating in February. 
The Hod Psi award to the out- 
standing, graduate student in tex- 
tiles was won by H. M. Miller of 
Chester. 
J. F. Cathcart of Bishopville 
won the $500 scholarship given 
by Textron, Inc., to the outstand- 
ing junior in the School of Tex- 
tiles. / 
The Danforth Fellowship of 
$180, given to an outstanding 
junior majoring in either animal 
or poultry husbandry, or dairying, 
was won by James K. Price of 
Gaffney. 
The Danforth Fellowship of $50 
for an outstanding freshman ex- 
pecting to major in animal science 
was won by David Mangum of 
S'partanburg. 
The Sears, Roebuck .Foundation 
Scholarship of $200 for the stu- 
dent among the winners of Sears, 
Roebujok freshman scholarships 
who rrjake the highest scholastic 
record for his first year in school, 
was wbn by Winston Sibley of 
Greenville. He also gets an all- 
expenses-paid trip to Chicago. . 
Sibley also won a fountain pen 
given by Alpha Zeta to the out- 
standing sophomore in the School 
of Agriculture. 
Tau Beta Pi awarded a slide 
rule to J. D. Henry of Simpson- 
ville-vas the outstanding sopho- 
more in engineering., 
The American Society of Me- 
chanical Engineers student 
branch presented a slide rule to 
G. R. Ferguson of Bowling Green, 
Ky., the outstanding mechanical 
engineering freshman. 
The American Institute of Elec- 
trical Engineers gave an. Electrical 
Engineer's Handbook to Neil Mon- 
tone, the outstanding electrical 
engineering junior. 
Jack Adams, who graduated in 
February, was given a junior 
membership in the American So- 
ciety  of- Civil Engineers,  by that 
By  TED  GREGORY 
This   barn   dance   boom, "which 
was   expected   to   die   with   tho 
end   of   the   war ' as   the   defense 
■workers moved back to the farm 
(which    also    didn't   happen),    is 
apt to get out of hand if   things 
keep going as they are.   In many 
large   cities   hoedown   hops     are 
drawing larger crowds than most 
| of the name bands.    Some of the 
j finer   hotels     have   one   night     a 
week   dedicated   to   square   dane- 
ing.    This goes to prove anything 
j can happen.    Here are a few   ex- 
[amples: ^ 
I , Thirty years ago, a fellow 
i named Paul Whitman introduced 
j a new band at the Alexandria 
| Hotel in Hollywood. All of the 
critics thought the band was too 
radical in its music. From there 
j Paul went on to become the 
j "King of Jazz." 
In 1936, a chap named Good- 
May 20. It will be run by the j man came to Hollywood with a 
Clemson chapter of Alpha Phi; band that had flopped on every 
Omega, national service fratern- i dance date played up to that 
ity, and Square and Compass, a: time. He opened at an old ball- 
local   masonic   organization,   and  room,     fully     expecting     that   it 
Two Visitors Come 
To Textile School 
Professor W. E. Morton of 
Manchester University, Depart- 
ment of Textile Industries, visited 
Clemson's School of Textiles on 
Wednesday, April 27. 
Mr. Morten is at present tak- 
ing part in an exchange oi pro- 
fessors between Lowell Textile 
Institute and Manchestc 
versify and is making a 
trip into the South. 
While visiting thn Schoc 
Textiles, he talked with the 
berc of. the Yarn Manufac 
and Warp Designing Dcoai, 
about cotton textile manuf; 
ling and research    r bli  ••• 
Ui 
* The annual Poppy sale of the 
American Legion will be held on 
the   Clemson   campus   on   Friday, 
Another   visitt  ■ 
H. Nutti.ll, prln( 
the   American roduc 
Company,   brail if     Cl .arlottt, 
North Cardiii    . 
Born and  E   i 
Mr. Nuttall has. ■.,.  . : 
utation   since   eemm : ■  . Lea 
by  successfully  starl j : 1;', irihting 
plants in South  Am irica is   well 
as here in the Unite i  Si.at esi 
/ill last the entire day. I would  be  that  band's  last  stand. 
The barracks will not be can- j But almost overnight he became 
vassed, and all sales will be purely , known as "King of Swing" and 
voluntary. Each member of the | turned the music business inside 
two   clubs   carrying   on   the   sale   out. 
will carry poppies about the cam- In case you feel that these ex_ 
pus with them that day, and will ampies are not really relevant in 
sell them for any -amount of such a matter because they have 
money—there is no fixed price.        little  connection  with  serious art 
Cadets have been authorized to; f orms in musiC; there is the case 
wear poppies with the uniform on 
May 20. 
of the young radio musician who 
was   studying   hard   a   few   years 
The  poppies  are  made by  dis- j ag0 to fulfill his life>s ambition— 
abled American veterans, many of  to be a tympani player in a sym- 
whom   have   no   other   source   of  ph0ny orchestra.    This young fel- 
income.' The money derived from low>s name was Spike Jones- 
the  sale   is   sufficient   to   support      c-_,„   *„-*   „„+li    •    t       .   ' ,, 
,        ,    .     ...   ,»       v;   .. Some  jazz   enthusiasts   at     the the  veteran's  family  through  the  University   of  Michigan  have  or_ 
winter  months. ganized   a   club,   called  Hot   Rec- 
The total amount paid to  dis- go        _ The memberg       her 






amPalgnr $t   +'Jses of Jazz> usinS ^cords to    in- 00
°-    Z3  Z°Ce^S /"T £ lustrate th«r Points. Usually, they over   $2,000,000,   all   of   which   is  havfe & er whQ   *       * 
used    fpr    rehabilitation    w o r k  informed Q 
among   the   needy   veterans   andjdent  may  enter  .^  the  ^j 
their families. |sion_    At   any   meetingi   one    can | 
find devotees of Berigan, staunch ' 
Dixielanders,   Ellington   followers,; 
and those who like the  intricate 
stylings   of   Dizzy   Gillespie.   This' 
idea should be developed on the; 
St.  Louis,  Mo.—(IP)—Contrary   Clemson campus—if a person can 
to  the  implication  of  newspapers  be found who  will take  the  ini-"< 
in   this   city,   the  rules   governing   tiative in organizing such a club, 
facility     tenure     at     Washington | 
His purpose for visiting Clem- 
son was to talk with the Textile 
Seniors about the operation of the 
textile printing industry. 
Nineteenth Class Of 
Cotton Testing Begun 
The nineteenth class in Cotton 
Fiber Testing offered by the Di- 
vision of Technical Service of the 
Cotton-Textile Institute, in coop- 
eration with the School of Tex- 
tiles at Clemson, opened on April 
25, with representatives from the 
Locke Cotton Mills Company, 
Dunson Mills and Harmony 
Grove Mills. 
Miss Dorothea MfcNa'Jly from 
the Arkwright Mills will arrive 
May 8, for a refresher course in 
Cotton Fiber Testing. 
Said one broom to the other: 
i Couldn't we have a little whisk 
, broom?" 
The other  replied blushing: 
:
 "Why, we haven't even swept to- 
gether." 
Pup 
Marjorie Hughes sings with ■father Frankie Carle's band on 
Columbia Records' newj LP; 
"Dance I"?.:i\iiy' series. 
Literature By Radio 
Is Offered In Wash. 
Pullman, Wash.— (IP) —"Col- 
lege by Radio," has come to this 
state, The Community College 
Service at Washington State Col- 
lege now reveals the details of c 
cooperative venture with the Na- 
tional Broadcasting Company to 
present a course in literature by 
means of radio. 
The program .used for the edu- 
cational series is produced by 
NBC under the titled S'The Uni- 
versity of the Air." It is heard 
as a regular Sunday broadcast 
over Spokane station, WHQ at 
11:30 a. m. 
WSC joins the University or 
Louisville in making possible a 
study of literature by radio. The 
plan works in this manner. In'-' 
terested persons enroll " in ' th 
course through the Community 
College Service. They listen on 
Sunday to the NBS broadcast or 
on Monday evenings at 9 p. m. to 
the same program repeated by 
the college owned station KWSC. 
They then read.the work aired. 
They also listen to a discussion by 
a panel of exerts aired by KHQ 
on "Monday evenings at 6:15 p. 
m:, or on KWSC at 10 a. m. 
-« 
Faculty Tenures Plan 
At Wash. Univ. Told 
JUNIOR-SENIOR—BIGGEST EVENT OF YEAR 
Tuxedo Shirts, Stud Sets, Maroon and Black Ties, 
Dinner Jackets, Silk Hose, and Tuxedos. 
GET SET AT HOKE SLOAN'S 
Crouch Speaks At 
Combined Meet 
An  inter-church   group   discus- 
Fem Spanish, Prof Says 
It Pays To Know How 
To Speak Language 
Lewisburg, Pa., (I.P.)- 
FOR VETERANS ONLY.. .Summer'School Courses! 
IF YOU Rf A Gl BILL STUDENT, 
AND PLAN TO TAKE" A 
SUMMER COURSE AT SOME 
OTHER. SCHOOL,DO THIS... 
FILL IT OUT AND SEND IT TO THE 
VA REGIONAL OFF ICE HAVING 
JURISDICTION OVER YOUR PRESENT 
SCHOOL. THAT IS THE ONLYOFFiCE 
AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE THE CERTIFICATE 
GET AN APPLICATION FOR A 
SUPPLEMENTAL CERTIFICATE 
OF ELIGIBILITY" FROM YOUR 
SCHOOL'S REGISTRAR OR FROM j 
YOUR NEAREST VA OFFICE 
"APPLY WELL IN ADVANCE 
(OF THE TIME YOU NEED THE" jp 
ISUPPLEMENTAL CERTIFICATE § 
 DONT WAIT 'TILL THE   | 
LAST MINUTE-DO IT NOW! F 
' w«.ll       '■ 
T^ 
Knowedge of a foreign language 
has a definite market value in 
both clerical and non-clerical 
fields, according to Miss Irene 
Zimmerman, assistant professor 
of Spanish at Bucknel. University. 
In a recently completed study, 
Miss Zimmerman found that wo- 
men hold the advantage for se- 
curing top secretarial positions in 
the domestic market, while men 
have almost a monopoly on steno- 
graphic jobs in foreign service. 
A thorough checking of "want 
ads" for a period of two years 
reflect that the demand is great- 
est for Spanish students, with 
French listed second. Agency 
listings also revealed that a "sur- 
prisingly trivial knowledge of a 
language" may be enough to war- 
rant ^salary differential. 
There is some demand for 
Spanish language secretaries, she 
continued, but literature warns 
against overplaying the 'possibili- 
ties of foreign travel for women. 
Although the demand in clerical 
occupations for men with a knowl- 
edge of language is less than for 
women, male workers have two 
important advantages: 
"The possibilities for advance- 
ment to executive positions are 
vastly greater," she reported, 
"particularly if the job is in the 
export field, and there are far 
more opportunities for travel, 
principally to South America. 
"Language students," she con- 
tinued, "should recognize that 
knowledge of a language must 
■usually be supplemented by ad- 
ditional skills or professional 
training to have a definite market 
value." 
University are neither unusual 
nor harsh, faculty members on 
this, campus point out. The rule 
for instructors follows: 
"Instructors arc appointed on a 
year  to  year  basis.    If,  after  six 
years of service, it is clear that sion was the 'program for the reg- 
they are not likely to qualify for ular Wednesday night meeting of 
further promotion, they will be the Presbyterian Student Assp- 
SO' informed; but this does not ciation last night. The members 
preclude their further reappoint- of the H^kel Brandeis Club was 
ment if in particular cases their guests of the PSA for a program 
continuance would seem desirable designed to bring the members of 
both to the University and to the Presbyterian faith and the 
them." Jewish  faith, to  a  better  under- 
Tenure   of   assistant   professors,   standing of the two faiths, 
who  are named  for  a  period  of      Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, Pastor of 
organization,   as   the   outstanding  three   years   at  a   time,   is  deter-   the Forthill Presbyterian Church, 
civil   engineering   senior. ■ mined in the same-way.    An as-   who is a student of the Old Tes- 
The  Borden  Company Founda-   sociate professor who has been on   tament   particularly,   brought   out 
tion Scholarship of $300 went to' the faculty  for    at    least    three  the  surprising  correlation  of the 
William McKay, dairying senior .of | years,  will   have   permanent   ten-   two   faiths   as   is   written   in   the 
Hendersonville.     The     Borden   ure, but persons from outside the   Old Testament. 
award goes to the senior with the  University   selected   for   associate I - 
highest  grade  point  ratio  who  is  professorship   will   ordinarily   re- j 
taking dairying. ceive   only   three-year   trial     ap- i 
E. L. Corley, dairying senior of  pointments   in   the   first   instance, j 
Saluda, won the Anderson Fellow- | If they  make  good,  they  will   be j 
ship, four hundred dollars to the  given permanent tenure. Full pro- j 
member   of   the   graduating-class  fessors are not affected. f 
with   the   best   scholastic   record j     "This strikes me as a very lib- 




Other awards were: the Phi 
Kappa Phi Award to R. E. Smith 
of Seneca, the Phi Eta Sigma 
Award to H. E. McKiney of Green- 
ville, the Howard Carlisle Cope- 
land Award to R. B. Johnston of 
Sumter, the Trustee Medal . to 
Giles Lewis of Orlando, and the 
Alpha Tau Alpha Award to M. M. 
Harrison of Pelzer. 
Legion Women Mee! 
V.: 
In 1R Cooper Home 
The,jjC-lemspn Unit of the. Am- 
erican Legion Auxiliary met on 
TuesdEry'afternoon, April 26, at 
the home of Mrs. J. R. Cooper, 
with the president, Mrs. A. E. 
Schilletter, in charge. 
After the business meeting, 
Mrs. "E. J. Freeman introduced 
Miss Elizabeth Cook, who gave 
two piano selections. 
Mrs. R. Franklin Poole, pro- 
gram chairman for the afternoon, 
introduced Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun 
of Clemson, who gave an ac- 
count of some of her travels in 
Pan-American countries:' As this 
is the . month of Pan-American 
study, the chairman gave a paper 
on an imaginary trip to Venezue- 
la. 
Hostesses for the afternoon 
were Mrs. J. Roy Cooper, Mrs. 
B. B. Burley, Mrs. A. B. Grant, 
Mrs. J; W. Perry, and Mrs. W. E. 
Tarraiit. 
University," stated Dean Carl 
Tolman of the School of Grad- 
uate Studies. "In universities 
throughout the country junior 
faculty members are appointed on 
a year to year basis. WU policy 
is no exception, but our state- 
ment of policy on tenure is more 
liberal than any other that has 
come to my notice. 
"Also, by making the policy 
known, the junior faculty mem- 
ber knows what to expect and the 
department head is put under ob- 
ligation to be conscious of the 
interests of the junior man — and 
if promotion is not possible, to 
assist in placing him elsewhere." 
-flljOtiff 
MEN*     SHOE 
SENECA. S.C ■ m 
JUST ARRIVED 
Men's Trousers in 
New Spring Gabardines 
J, (. PENNEY CO. 
Anderson, S. C. 
5;5i8iasf»> 
STON E   BROTH ERS 
CIVILIAN & MILITARY CLOTHES 
Complete   Outfitters   to   Men, 
Young Men, and Students 
108 N. Main Street 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Give you all the greatest dance hits 
by famous and favorite bands! 
Roll up the rugs! Nothing will inter- 
rupt your dancing pleasure.-Up to 25 
.minutes of music on one record! Hours 
of'continuous music on automatic 
changers! 
JUST RELEASED! 
All These Great "DANCE PARADE" 
Records! 6 to 8 full-length hits by the 
band that made them famous on each 
record—and only $2.85 each. 
(Fed. Tax Inch) 
Harry James Gene Krupa 
Frankie Carle Duke Ellington 
Xavier Cugat Benny Goodman 
Les Brown Woody Herman 
Claude Thornhill 
Hear These New Records—You'll 
marvel at their magnificent tone! 
5) ,he ""'mnle in Recorded Music . . . i!-.s Hnsc: phonograph 
record ever manufactured. 
Trade Marks "Columbia" and ® Rsg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
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Our pest Girl 
This weekend will be a full one in every sense of the 
word. However, the. main event as far as almost all Clem- 
son students are concerned, is that Sunday is the day that 
Clemson, along with the rest of the country, pays homage 
to every man's best girl, his mother. 
There will be a great many mothers, of students on the 
campus. They will visit in the barracks, see the class- 
rooms, and, in general,: see how their sons fair at Tigertown. 
On Mother's Day, Clemson is really "on exhibit." 
For this reason, every man here should be sure that on 
this day above all days he is on his best behavior. Clem- 
son's mothers should leave here Sunday with no doubt in 
their minds as to why we are called "Country Gentlemen." 
Government By The People 
Come next, Thursday night, everybody gets another 
chance to do some more nominating and campaigning. Nom- 
inations for senior council members and junior and sopho- 
more class officers will be held in the chapel at seven o'clock. 
The voting for each of these offices will be done oh the fol- 
lowing, Tuesday. 
Since the nominations, as outlined in our defunct con- 
Ulution, amount to a primary ballot, that is the only time a 
man realjy gets to push his choice for an office. It he 
doesn't exorcise his right to vote at the nominations, then 
he must, mal.e a selection between the men represented on 
a printed ballot. This, in most .cases, amounts to a voter's 
choosing the lesser of two evils. 
It is mandatory, therefore that all elgible men come to 
the nomination meeting.    It is not representative if every 
student doesn't exercise his right to choose his representa- 
tives. . a £.<jj   *    «J'"Ws SJWiSKBsit 
A     SALUTE     TO       OUR.   MOTHERS 
Talk of the Town 
By Howell Arthur 
Si. m 
Let's Hove More Of Them 
After the overwhelming success of last week's Senior 
Day, suggestions have come pouring in to the effect that we 
should have more of them. Some even say thai the three 
underclasses should have their day on which, to live the 
"Life of Riley." 
A lot of people were responsible for the satisfying out- 
come of Clemson's first Senior Day. Although the weather- 
man and some professors didn't feel inclined to cooperate, ii 
took a masterpiece of coordination among those people who 
were interested for the Jhing to come oil" at all. «£ 
If Senior Day is going to be an annual affair, we could 
do with a place to have future celebrations. A big barbecue 
pit situated in one of the more out-of-the-way, picturesque 
spots on the campus, would fill the bill to a large extent. 
And such an outdoor kitchen would came in handy for more 
get-togethers than just Senior Day. It would be ideal for 
company socials, club outings, and the like. 
Gemson's Loss 
It was with regret that Clemson learned this week that 
we are soon going to lose the untiring services of Walt Til- 
ley, Assistant Athletic Director and IPTAY secretary. For 
a long time, ti has been a common sight to see lights burning 
in the Fieldhouse during the wee hours of the morning. This 
meant to familiar observers that Walt was burning the mid- 
night oil being sure that Clemson's athletic teams were 
backed by every supporter that could be found in all corners 
-of. the U. S. and even to the extreme limits of this planet. 
Walt, we of the Tiger congratulate you on a good job, 
well done, and wish you continued success on your new job 
with the State Highway Department. 
Orchids and Other Posies 
In case there's any doubt left in anyone's 
mind, Sunday is Mother's Day. Parents and 
dates will begin their influx sometime to- 
morrow, and the place will swarm with 'em 
comes the Sabbath. Considerably more than 
one thousand are expected. 
The natural assumption is that they will 
all be accommodated in the Guest Room 
adjacent to the Guard Room, and a parallel 
assumption is that they will be somewhat 
tightly packed. 
Next year, however, if the joint project 
of the classes of '48 and '49 has attracted a 
sufficient number of contributions of United 
States legal tender, the story will be a dif- 
ferent one. As soon as half the needed 
$8000 has been subscribed, construction will 
begin on a new and modern guest room, 
and class spokesmen hope publicly that that 
will be sometime this summer. They .base 
their optimism on the fact that the drive 
has "got into full swing," and that seniors 
seem more than anxious to donate a fin for 
such a worthy purpose as this one. 
One bold extrovert, to be sure, let him- 
self be quoted as saying, "I am happy to pay 
for a brick in the construction of so noble a 
project." 
Joe Clancy, chairman of the finance com- 
mittee, says that, despite the progress being 
made in collection, many, seniors are still 
delinquent (i.e., they haven't paid their 
money.) It is to be hoped that the plan will 
be successful. For several years now, 
myopia cases and visionaries alike have 
seen the need for a new and adequate guest 
room or rooms, but no one has done any- 
thing about it. Now the millenium has 
come. 
The hard working men who got this thing 
under way, seemingly Clancy and Bill Moore 
in particular, deserve a great amount of 
praise. Felicitaciones (congratulations), 
men. 
More Orchids 
A couple of enterprising businessmen who 
are members of the student body and who 
have more money sense than regard for 
their fellow men's pocket books .seem to be 
trying to bring ten-buck weeds back to 
Clemson dances. They should be chastised. 
' Sometime last year, the CDA got through 
a ruling to the effect that corsages would 
not be worn to CDA balls, ending years of 
financial tyranny by posy retailers who all 
but took the shirts off their fellow students' 
work-stooped backs. 
The girls, who in all likelihood had been 
wondering why the heck Clemson men had 
been pinning these fragile little botanical 
nuisances on their nice, new evening dresses 
at a sawbiick a throw, and who probably 
ditched the blossoms in some convenient 
trash can as soon as they knew their dates 
weren't looking, did not stop coming to 
Clemson dances. It can't be proved that 
the CDA ruling made it any easier for the 
boys to get dates, but it certainly didn't 
make it any harder. 
Now,- if "might be said that in opposing 
this move to bring orchids back I am show- 
ing my true colors—that I am a Communist 
because I am against this little bit of capi- 
talism. No; if I had a chance, I might do 
the same thing these boys are doing, and 
then I'd want someone to take me off into 
some corner and give me some "fatherly ad- 
vice, just as I'm doing them. I'd want to 
be told, 
"Look here, son. You know how broke 
some Clemson men are. Why, I ain't had 
no cigarettes except for butts off the Post 
Office floor since two weeks ago. Now, 
you know that a weekend up here don't have 
no trouble costing a man forty bucks. You 
wanta make it fifty or more, so some of us 
would have to forget the whole thing? Cer- 
tainly not." 
Then my advisor might strike me across 
the face a couple of times if I didn't come 
around to his way of thinking. 
College 
Calendar 
May 5, 6,  (Thurs., Fri.) 
Board  of  Visitors. 
May 5 (Thursday) 
3:30 p. m. — Woman's Club; 
YMCA. Mrs. Edith Hills Coog- 
ler, Woman's News Editor of At- 
lanta  Journal,   will, speak. 
May 6  (Friday) 
■ 7:45 p. m.—Junior-Senior Ban- 
quet; Mess Hall. 
9 p. m.-l a. m.—Junior-Senior 
Dance; Field House.  (Formal) 
May 7 (Saturday) 
2-5:30 p. m.—Display of Mili- 
lary Training Equipment; Base- 
ment of Physics Building. 
8 p. m.-12 — Junior - Sqnior 
Dance; Field House. (Informal) 
May 8 (Sunday) 
10 a. m.-l p. m.—Visitors' Day 
and Mothers'. Day. Barracks 1, 
3, and West half of 6 open house 
to   visitors. 
10 a. m.-2:45 >p. m.—Display of 
Military Training Equipment; 
Basement of Physics Building. 
.11:30 a. m.-l p. m.—Church; 
Campus Churches. 
11:30 — Special Services on 
Christian  Home;  Baptist  Church. 
May 8 (Sunday) 
1:45-2:30 p. m.—Band Concert 
by College Band; College Chapel. 
2:45-2:55 p. m. — Exhibition 
Drill, Freshman Platoon on Bow- 
man  Field. 
2:55-305 p. m.—Exhibition Drill, 
Pershing Rifle Platoon on Bow- 
man Field. 
3:05-3:20 p. m. — Exhibition 
Drill, Senior Platoon; Bowman 
Field. 
3:45 p. m.—Cadet Regimental 
Review on Bowman Field. 
4:30 p. m.—Concert by Rotary 
Boys Choir of Greenville College 
Chapel. 
6:30 p. m. — Vespers; YMCA. 
, Mr.   Henry   Ware   and   students 
from    Mississippi    State    College 
will have charge of the program. 
6:30 p. m.—Covered Dish Fel- 
lowship Supper and special movie 
on The Home; Baptist Church. 
May 9, 10 (Monday, Tuesday) 
Annual ROTC Inspection. 
May 9  (Monday) 
7 p. m.—Forum Club; Physics 
Building. 
May 10  (Tuesday) 
'7:30 p. m.—Executive Board of 
the Clemson College Little Thea- 
ter;  YMCA. 
8:45 p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood; 
Tiger Den. 
May 11 *(Wednesday) 
6:45 p. m.—Church Night for 
Campus Churches. 
8:30-10 p. m.—Naval Reserve 
Unit; Chemistry Lecture Room. 
May 12  (Thursday) 
6 p. m.—Y Workers and Con- 
tributors picnic; Y Cabin. 
6 p. m.—Business Meeting of 
American Association of Univer- 




that George Pitt Laehiotte goes 
to Walhalla a good bit lately and 
not just for steaks. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that Dunaway hardly speaks to 
his old friends with that new 
green Plymouth in front of him. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that rumors are going about 
that "Blue Eyes" Webb is "rob- 
bin' another man's castle" or try- 
ing to anyway. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that "Lover" Reeves better 
make up his mind between Bre- 
nau and Andrews or he'll be left 
holding the bag. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
speaking of bags, Doc Lachi- 
cotte is mighty snowed these 
days. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
Oscar's four roses this week go 
to the Block C for throwing a 
dance without the able (<?) as- 
sistance of the all-powerful CDA. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that Zeigier's women are defi- 
nitely through with him until he 
gets those snaggled teeth fixed. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that Charlie Kelly is in an- 
other one of his his pouting moods 
—just won't speak to anybody. 
 
i
 OSCAR SAYS  
that Kennemore and Gettys are 
becoming more and more alike 
every day. 
OSCAR SAYS- 
that  "Worm." West    is    having 
Betty  Fisher  over for the  dance. 
How can a girl be so blind???? 
OSCAR SAYS  
that Goldsmith's a pretty good 
sport about the ribbing he's taken 
from this column. We're buddies, 
Goldie, put me on the list for an 
Olds. 
OSCAR SAYS  
P. J. Leach is another one of 
those late comers. Didn't get 
in  until  nearly  Wednesday. 
■OSCAR SAYS- 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that Oscar heard what Burtner 
called him the other day. He must 
have a "Waite" complex. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that if anybody knows the 
whereabouts of "Fuzzy Falls, 
please notify Oscar. He hasn't 
showed up from last weekend yet. 
OSCAR SAYS  
Oscar would like to warn Red- 
wood to watch his p's and q's this 
weekend. P's and q's stand for 
pints and quarts. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that George Boyd has a real 
cute one at the "Vereie." Hardly 
ever see him around Clemson 
anymore. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that anybody that buys Darby's 
flowers is a sucker. Let's keep 
in mind the fact that corsages 
were outlawed from the campus 
several years ago. 
OSCAR SAYS  
on second thought, Oscar thinks 
that "Violets'' Darby should be 
pooled and marked as an un- 
necessary expense to the students 
of Clemson. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that P. R. Limsi'ord is getting 
to be quite a wheel. Oscar would 
not be at all surprised to see him 
sporting another diamond before 
too long. 
 -OSCAR SAYS—'  
that Floyd Griffin's gal has him 
wondering. Oscar doesn't won- 
der. He kriows the futility of it 
all. 
— OSCAR SAYS  
that Oscar would like to dig up 
another one of his roses for 
Phedps Bultman1 for his latest 
architectural   achievement. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that if "Bu Bu Bu Bennett" Hu 
hu Hu Hudson gets married on 
the tenth of Junej he better get 
tha.t "I do" straight. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that "Hard Times" Jacobs' chief 
claim to glory is "Oh, the misery 
I've seen." 
— OSCAR SAYS  
that Lee Pucket will have one 
ready mixed for his girl when 
she pulls in on that busy Friday 
afternoon. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that "Fatso" Ward and Laddie 
Stanley are going to give each 
other, strong competition this' 
weekend. It's the elbow-bend- 
ing contest. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that the boys don't see much of 
Rusty Bonkle anymore. Must be 
henpecked already. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
speaking of henpecked, some 
don't wait for marriage. Just look 
at "Scrappy" Miller and Cotton 
Richardson. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that he would like to thank his 
contributors once again, espec- 
ially the 8th Braacks. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that once again, he warns the 
student (and you too, Burtner) 
that he'll be everywhere at the 
forthcoming dance. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
If you want your reputation, 
tread silently, for you never can 
tell who Oscar really is and some 
speak ironically of revenge. 
tpw Ot&et @oilefe 1Raf& 
I think I should make up this 
week for the absence of a column 
last week. And I have just the 
material to do it with. 
Two" Englishmen   talking! 
First: "I say old boy, su^re was 
sorry, to hear you buried your wife 
yesterday." 
Second: ". . . had to, dead you 
know." 
By  BILL  BERRY 
A young girl is a dope. A dope 
is a drug. Doctors give drugs to 
relieve pain. Therefore, a dumb 
girl is just what the doctor or- 
dered. 
The Johnsonian 
Some people sow their wild 
oats on Saturday nights and then 
go  to  church  and  pray  for  crop 
failure.   
Urchin 
I wonder if they could fill my 
prescription over there. 
"Drink broke up  my  home.' 
"Couldn't you stop it." 
"No the darn still blew up." 
House mother: "What do you 
mean bringing this girl in at this 
hour   of   the   morning?" 
Student: "I've got an 8:00 
o'clock." 
The Appalachin 
First girl: "I suppose you think 
I am a perfect idiot." 
Second (in reply to the first): 
"Oh, none of us is perfect." 
That one is from the Johnsonian 
too. 
"Why were  you  running  away 
from that coupe the other night?" 
"I wasn't running away.    I was 
being  chaste." 
* , Log 
He  asked for burning kisses. 
She  said  in accents  cruel— 
"I may be a red-hot mamma, 
But I . ain't  nobody's  fuel." 
Blessed  are the  poor,  for  they 
shall inhibit the earth. 
Widow 
Farmer's daughter: "Papa, here 
comes John Schmidt." 
Farmer: "Quick get in the 
house." 
Daughter: "But Poppa, he's a 
Clemson Cadet." 
Farmer: "Quick get in the 
house, and take the cow with 
you." 
Urchin 
"Will your wife hit the  ceiling 
when you come in tonight?" 
"Probably—she's a rotten shot." 
Voo Doo 
Here are the authoritative an- 
swers to three questions that vet- 
erans often ask VA contact rep- 
resentatives: 
Q: I have already used about 
25 days of my leave under the 
GI Bill. Will VA allow me ad- 
ditional leave at the end of my 
training  period 
A: Under a recent change made 
by VA, you may apply for 15 
days leave at the end of your en- 
rollment, provided you have 
enough remaining entitlement for 
education or training to cover it. 
Q: I am a World War I vet- 
eran and have a non-service con- 
nected disability^ Am I entitled 
to   pension? 
A: If you are permanently and 
totally disabled for reasons not 
traceable to your service in the 
armed forces you imay be entitled 
to a pension. You must have 
been discharged under conditions 
other than dishonorable after a 
minimum of 90 days service, or if 
you served less than 90 days, you 
must have been discharged for 
disability incurred in line of duty. 
In either case, you are disquali- 
fied if your income exceeds $1,- 
000 per year if single, or $2,500 
if you are married or have a mi- 
nor child. 
Q: I am an honorably dis- 
charged World War II veteran. 
Can I get glasses through VA? 
A: Yes, if they are determin- 
ed necessary for a service-con- 
nected disability; or a necessary 
part of hospital treatment or do- 
miciliary care, or to prevent in- 
terruption of training under Pub- 
lic, Law 16, 78th Congress, as 
amended. 
She: "Take me out and show me 
a good time." 
He:  "It won't do  any  good  to 
look." 
Sundial 
(Veterans wishing further in- 
formation regarding veterans' 
benefits may have their .questions 
answered by connecting the VA 
Office, Room No. 8, Anderson 
Building, 207 N, Main Street, An- 
derson, S. C.) 
that Bill Cobb and "Sting" Rice 
had better hurry up and get mar- 
ried. All they can talk about is 
Sarah" and "the Shub." 
fi 
* By Charlie Still, Regimental Chaplain 
Big, colorful, impressive—that's Mother's Day at Clemson. And 
as we pay that well-deserved honor to the mothers of Clemson men, 
let's do it by more than just words, or gifts, or a parade. Have you 
ever stopped in all your busy college days to think how much the in- 
fluence of your own mother has meant in your life? 
One of the most beautiful expressions of the responsibilities and 
rewards of virtuous mothers is found in the following verses from 
Proverbs 31: 
Who can find a virtuous woman? 
for her price is far above rubies. 
The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her, 
so that he shall have no need of spoil. 
She will do him good and not evil 
all the days of her life. 
She seekeih wool, and flax, 
and worketh willingly with her hands. 
She is like the merchants' ships; 
she bringeth food from afar. 
She riseth also while it is yet night, 
and giveth meat to her household, and a portion 
to her maidens. 
She considereth a field and buyeth it: 
. wi+1-> t^o f-uit of her hands she planteth a 
vineyard. 
She girdeth her loins with strength,' 
and strengtheneth her arms. 
Sheperceiveth that her merchandise is good; 
her candle goeth not out by night. 
She layeth her hands to the spindle, 
and her hands hold the distaff. 
She stretcheth out her hand to the poor; 
yea, she reacheth forth her hands to the needy. 
She is not afraid of the snow for her household, 
for all her household are clothed with scarlet. 
She makcth herself coverings of tapestry; 
her clothing is silk and purple. 
Her husband is known in the gates, 
when he sitteth v/ith the elders of the land.' 
She maketh fine linen, and selleth it; 
and delivereth girdles unto the merchant. 
Strength and honor are her clothing; 
and she shall rejoice in time to come. 
She openeth her mouth with wisdom, 
and in her tongue,is the law of kindness. 
She looketh well to the ways of her household, 
and eateth not the bread of idleness. 
Her children arise uo, and call her blessed; 
her husband also, and he praiseth her. 
Many daughters have done virtuously, 
but thou excellest them all. 
Favor is deceitful, and beauty is vain, 
but a woman that fearcth the Lord, she 
shall be.praised. 
Give her of the fruit of her hands;  , 
and let her own works praise her in the gates. 
King James Version, 1611. 
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-RADIO SALES  AND SERVICE 
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES 
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES 
-ADMIRAL RADIOS 
MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE 
Seneca, S. C. 
1FRIGERATOR   CLEARANCE   SALE 
WHILE THEY LAST 
8 Foot- Regular Price $272.50 
NOW $229.50 
7 Foot—Regular Price $229.50 
NOW $199.50 
MARTIN RADIO SERVICE 
If you're- an'iOxford" 
^^^     mart 
l. Smooth' fitting: 
Arrow collar—• 
thebestms4?ii 
2. Anchored buttons - 
^ pop off.   , 
3. Mitoga cut — fits the form, 
(no bunching at the waist. 
4. Fine Gordon Oxford fabric 
A«%—wears and washes well.   . 
5. Sanforized labeled — not a 
whit over 1% shrinkage, if 
that. < 
See us fora new Arrow shirt and tie, today j ' 
26 S. Main St. 
GREENVILLE 
Dr, Sams Appointed To Examiners 
Board By Governor Strom Thurmond 
Dr. J. H. Sams, Jr., vice-dean( 
of school of engineering, has been 
appointed by Governor Strom 
Thurmond to serve on the State 
Board of Engineer Examiners to 
fill out the unexpired term of 
Harwood Beebe. 
The board is set up by the gov-i 
ernor to examine all engineers 
who wish to follow their profes- 
sion in South Carolina. 
Dr. Sams has been a registered 
engineer in mechanical engineer- 
ing and electrical engineering 
since 1929. He is a member of 
the South Carolina Society of En- 
gineers; American Society of. En- 
: gineering Education; American 
: Society of Mechanical Engineers; 
and past chairman of the Green- 
ville section of American Society 
of  Mechanical Engineers. 
He is also a member of the 
Sections Committee of Region 
Four, which extends from Vir- 
ginia to Louisiana, of the Amer- 
ican Society of Mechanical En- 
gineers. 
1
 Dr. Sams started teaching at 
Clemson in 1927 as an instructor. 
He left here in 1934 for a posi- 
tion as assistant .professor at the 
| University of Michigan. He re- 
| turned to Clemson in 1936 and 
continued teaching until 1941 
when he went on duty with the 
Army Air Force. He returned to 
Clemson  in  1946. 
He has been vice-dean of his 
school since 1947. 
Dr. Sams is a member of two 
honor fraternities, Tau Beta Phi 
and Phi Kappa Phi. 
He received his B. S. degree at 
USAF Pilot Training 
Open I® June Gratis 
For college graduates in flying 
careers, the Air Force is reserving 
a number of places in its summer 
and early fall aviation cadet 
classes, Col. Ralph O. Crosby said. 
The purpose is to permit seniors 
graduating in June to begin pilot 
training with a minimum delay. 
Seniors who apply now will have 
their papers processed so that, if 
qualified and accepted, they will 
be ready to begin training in one 
of the early classes following their 
graduation. . 
After or/ year of aviation 
cadet training—including flight 
instruction, aoademic work, and 
leadership training — they are 
commissioned second lieutenants 
in the Air Force Reserve, with as- 
signment to flying duties. Out- 
standing graduates of aviation 
cadet training receive regular 
commissions immediately upon 
completing their training. The 
others, with Reserve commissions, 
FERRY COMO.PRESENTS SCHOLARSHIP 
iTerry CODSO tleffc center), star of the Chesterfield Supper Club, presents a four-year 
scholarship to Joseph Geraci, undergraduate at Canisius College. This is ihe second year 
Perry has sung in the annual concert sponsored by the Romulus Club of Buffalo to raise 
.this scholarship fund. Joseph S. Dolce of the Romulus Club and Father Timothy Dine en, 
t Athletic Director at Canisius, watch the ceremony. 
Government Prof 
nss 
Posted On U. N, 
Clemson in 1924. In 1926, he got 
an electrical engineering degree 
at Cornell University. He re- 
ceived his M. S. degree in 1931, 
and his Ph. D. degree in 1937, 
at  the  University  of  Michigan. 
Boston, Mass.—(IP)—A year 
ago, a Boston University govern- 
ment   nrofe^so*"     made   headline? 
when he took his classes by plane have opportunities to compete for (tQ United ^^ ^^    ^^ 
Success.    Today  this  professor  ic 
. again making the news by revers- 
College graduates interested m,j ing fee procesg &nd bringing the 
ncm and
  United   Nations   to   the   classroom 
by recording the UN sessions on 
[ tape using his own tape recorder. 
Believing that international re- 
months of training at an Air Force . lations and world g0vernment can 
Officers  Candidate  School.    Both j and   should   be   an   «alive"     and 
meii^ClWOme? are ellglbl1.?nd_! vivid Program of study, Dr. Mi- 
nos D. Generales, instructor in 
government at the University's 
College of Lioeral Arts, has es- 
tablished   a   unique   method     of 
regular commissions while on ex- 
tended active duty. 
5  
administrative  
tectfrlical careers in the Air Force 
have opportunity to receive Re- 
serve    commissions    after    six | 
no ROTC or other prior military 
service is required. 
More than 3,200 seniors will re- 
ceive Reserve commissions unon 
completion of their Air ROTC 
work at approximately 100 col- 
leges and universities in June. All 
teaching. Through the media of 
tape recordings, Generates has re- 
corded  either  directly  or  by  use 
Research Project Is 
Started At Sandhill 
CLEMSON, | April 30—A re- 
search 'project has been started at 
the Sandhill Branch Experiment 
Station near Columbia in an ef- 
fort to determine the role of 
minor elements in peach tree nu-= 
trition. 
In discussing this project, of- 
ficials of the. South Carolina Ex- 
periment Station this week say: 
"Peach growers who have or- 
chards located on sandy soil are 
keenly interested in knowing 
more about the desirability of 
adding minor elements to their 
regular orchard fertilizers. Test 
plots have been set up in the ex- 
periment station orchards so that 
the effect upon the trees of each 
minor element and the response 
of different varieties, to each ele- 
ment can be judged. 
"Earlier tests made at the Sand- 
hill Station demonstrated the vital 
I importance of one of the minor 
| elements, boron, in the produc- 
tion of grapes on sandy soils. The 
- results of these new tests should 
be of much interest to South Caro- 
lina peach growers,"  they added. 
are being informed that they have 0f snort wave radio, every im- 
an opportunity to serve three portant session of the United Na- 
years of active duty with the Air tions, recently meeting in Parts. 
Force.    Those  who  can  pass  the  During    class    meetings  interna- 
[ physical and aptitude examina- tional relations students gain a 
tions   will  be   accepted   for   pilotj new insight into the problems un- 
■ training. ; der     discussion   when   they   hear 
The Air Force has not changed  the word-for-word discussions on 
its 'minimum educational require-   such   questions   as   the   Palestine 
ments for officers and pilot train-, dispute,     the     Hindu   -   Pakiston 
ing, Col. Crosby said. However, 
while accepting qualified appli- 
cants who have at least two years 
of college training or can pass an 
equivalent examination, the Air 
Force is advising students to com- 
problems and the Indonesian dis- 
pute. 
Presented in the native lan- 
guage, the broadcasts bring to 
students a new concept of the 
emotion   and   excitement   of     the 
plete   their   college   work   before  original     talks.     Whether   or   not 
applying for training  and  officer the students  understand the  lan- 
assignments. 
When speaking   of   a   certain 
conceited boy,   one  bright  fellow 
quipped: "I   don't   like   his   alti- 
tude." 
WHEN IN GREENVILLE 
Visit 
Sam's Lynch 
109 College Street 
Peoples Furniture 
Company 
GOOD VALUES ALWAYS 
327-329   Main   St.—Phone   460 
SENECA,   S.   C. 
Civil Service Offers 
Engineers Positions 
The U. S. Civil Service Com- 
mission has announced that appli- 
' cations for engineer positions pay- 
ing $2,974 a year, located at 
Wright Field, near Dayton, Ohio, 
will be accepted until March 31, 
1949, by the Executive Secretary; 
Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex- 
aminers Headquarter, Air Material 
Command, MCACXB, Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, 
Ohio. 
No written test is required for 
these positions, which are in re- 
search and development work in 
the field of aviation. To qualify, 
applicants must have completed a 
full 4-year engineering curricu- 
lum leading to a bachelor's de- 
gree in aeronautical, mechanical, 
or electrical engineering. Appli- 
cations will be accepted from stu- 
dents who expect to complete the 
required study not later than June 
30, 1949. The maximum age limit 
for the job, waived for 'persons en- 
titled to veterans preference, is 
35 years. 
Interested persons may obtain 
detailed information and appli- 
cation forms from, most first and 
second-class post offices, from 
Civil Service regional offices, 
from the U. S. Civil Service Com- 
mission, Washington 25, D. C, or 
j guage, they get a vivid impression 
of the situation, and usually Dr. 
Generales,   who   speaks  five   lan- 
! guages and understands several 





ANDERSON,  S.  C. 
Clemson Students Always Welcome 
Si 
Anderson, S. C. 
Evaluation Expert 
Wants  ( 
System Changed 
Syracuse, N. Y.—(IP)— A call 
for the abolition of the present 
method of grading students has 
been sounded b Dr. Maurice E. 
Troyer of Syracuse University's 
Evaluation Service Center. Ac- 
cording to Dr. Troyer, "Tradi- 
tionally, the major objective of 
educators in grading students has 
been to pronounce a judgment or 
derive a grade. But the main 
purpose should be to - improve 
learning." 
•Dr. Troyer also lisited two 
other areas that needed house- 
cleaning. First, he said,, in order 
to make grades more meaningful, 
a student should be graded ac- 
cording to his ability to learn. "A 
grade of 'A', he reported, "may 
represent extraordinary achieve- 
ment of a student of mediocre 
ability, mediocre achievement of 
a student of superior ability, or 
poor achievement of the potential 
genius." 
Secondly, Dr. Troyer suggest- 
ed that "since most of the, deci- 
sions we face in life outside ol 
school   are   made   by   us,   not  for 
from  the Board  of Examiners 
the above address. 
at 
Wig ing tors Auto Parts Co. 
ptMEN Complete   Automotive Machine   Shop 
SENECA PHONE 383 - WALHALLA PHONE  186 
DAVENPORT'S 
Clemson men are 
always welcome at 
one of the South's 
finest university 
shops.   Come in 
to shop or just to 
look around 
DAVENPORT'S 
207 N. Main St. 
Greenville 
"Nuclei" Cause Fluids 
To Freeze At Certain 
Pressure And Temp. 
Teacher deserves a big, fat zero 
if she says flatly that at a given 
pressure: 
Water always freezes at 32 de- 
grees   Fahrenheit; 
Mercury always freezes at mi- 
nus 37.7 degrees; 
Tin always freezes at 449.4 de- 
grees; 
Gallium always freezes at 85.5 
degrees. 
General Electric Research Lab- 
oratory scientists have cooled all 
four substances far below their 
so-called "freezing points" with- 
out having them freeze. 
They have "super-cooled" water 
71 degrees Fahrenheit below its 
freezing point; mercury, 72 de- 
grees below its freezing point; tin 
198 degrees, and gallium, 125 de- 
grees. 
Not on!}' must the temperature 
and pressure be right for a sub- 
stance to freeze, but particles 
about which material freezes, call- 
ed "nuclei", must also be present, 
G-E scientists explain. They have 
been able to super-cool water, 
mercury, tin, and gallium bv 
ridding their samples, of nuclei, 
which are usually present in most 
fluids. If there are nuclei in a 
given material, then teacher is 100 
per cent right about the freezing 
points. 
The experiments with super- 
cooling are being conducted both 
by the G-E Research Laboratpry's 
metallurgists and weather scient- 
ists, in an effort to learn more 
about how and why materials 
freeze. 
Water below its freezing point 
is often found in nature, partic- 
ularly in the form of clouds. The 
water in super-cooled clouds is 
without nuclei, points where the 
freezing can begin, so it does not 
turn to ice. G-E discoveries of 
methods .to produce snow from 
super-cooled clouds are based 'on 
putting nuclei into such clouds, 
resulting in transformation of 
water droplets in the cloud to 
snow crystals. 
Research Laboratory metallur- 
gists, have made "clouds" of su- 
per-cooled gallium, tin and mer- 
cury, by dispersing those metals 
in their fluid form as minute 
droplets suspended in oil. Some 
of the drojlets may contain nuclei, 
but the freezing that begins in 
them cannot spread to the others 
through the oil, so that those 
without nuclei can be reduced in 
temperature far below their freez- 
ing point without freezing. 
G-E scientists explain ,that in 
some cases there are limits be- 
yond which substances cannot be 
cooled without freezing. They 
believe that they have super-cook- 
ed water and possibly mercury, 
tin and gallium as much as pos- 
sible,- as nuclei seem to form 
spontaneously below the tempera- 
ture reached. . 
us,"   it   would   be   appropriate   if 
one   of   the   major   objectives     oi 
ducation   was   to   help   students 
nake better decisions. 
"It is not easy to choose wisely 
an educational program or voca- 
tion," Dr. Troyer said. "Having 
made these major decisions, suc- 
cess will depend on ability) to 
discover and weigh evidence per- 
tinent to a host of minor prob- 
lems." He added that he believes 
the goal of colleges and universi- 
ties should be the development of 
such competence. 
State Farm Mutual 
slashes auto 
insurance costs! 
Savings up to 35 Per Cent 
For Clemson Drivers 
STATE FARM MUTUAL 
AUTO INSURANCE CO. 
Call or Come in Now! 
Clemson, S. C. 
Phone 6422 
That's What Yon Think 
By PAUL LUNSFOF.E) 
The Question: What do ycu thing of the present trend 
toward machine politics at Clemson? 
Tcmmy Love, 4, A&S, Alcolu—"I Lelievc everybody 
should have an opportunity to run and not just the men that 
have the majority of friends at the nominations.'' 
Bob Wiggins, 4, A&S, Mullins—"I Jike the idea of the 
party system because it creates interest, hut I'm also in favor 
of a man being able to run without party affiliation." 
'Brunc*' Sikes, 4, ME, Spartanburg—' I don't believe it 
represents the majority of the students opinion and that is 
unfair. Many of the men connected with ihe machine are 
key-happy asd glory seekers." 
. J. M. Brock, 1, TM, New York, N. Y. -t'l don't know 
enough about it to say anything." 
Bobbin Julien, 4, A&S, Greenwood—"I think it's dis- 
gusting and revolting that an institution of higher learning 
should be caught in such a net of corruption." 
Doug Smith, 4, EE, Union—"It locks to me as if it is an 
inevitable circumstance because the students aren't making 
it their business to find out what is going on." 
Mack White, 3, ME, Charlotte, N. C. "I think it has 
created a lot of interest but the main thing is to get the stu- 
dents out and let them select the men of their choosing." 
. H. B. Longshore, 1, ME, Laurens—"I think that is just 
what it is, totally a machine. One organization'seems to 
have control of the whole election procedure." 
C. S. Forbes, 1, A&S, Washington, D. C—"One party 
seems to control the elections and that doesn't give the pthec 
candidates a chance." 
Paul Jone*, 1, Agron, Mullins—"It's too deep for me." 
James Setzer, 3, A&S, Canton, N. C—"I think it stinks!" 
Dick Ciiaig, 4, A&S, Greenville—"I think it would be 
better if a person could run on his own instead of having 
to affiliate with some party." 
Virgil Simpson, 3, TM, Clintor—"I'm against it." 
Jerry Brown, 4, A&S, Walhalla—"I think it has a bad 
effect on the student body as a whole. The nominating 
system is deplorable." 
Louis Mitchell, 3, ChE, Folley Beach—"I think it is on 
the way out. Public opinion in the student body has been 
so aroused against such a system I don't see how it can exist 
much longer." 
Jim Moore, 4, TM, Charlotte—"I think it is very bad for 
the school. The wrong people get in office under such a 
system.    I am in favor of free politics." 
Joe~Glenn, 3, TM, Greer—"I'm against it. The right 
men are not getting the offices." 
Young man with good connections 
IN a Bell telephone central office, this Western 
Electric installer is connecting thousands 
of wires to new equipment to provide more 
and better service. 
He's one of 18,000 trained Western Electric 
installers who do this job for Bell Telephone 
companies. Crews are working in some 1,600 
central offices to connect new equipment 
which, like your telephone, is made by 
Western Electric. 
• Western Electric is part of the Bell System—has been 
since 1882. This assures closest cooperation between 
people who design telephone equipment, people who 
make it and people who operate it. Their teamwork has 
given this country the best telephone service on earth. 
Western Electric 
£> UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 
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aseballers Whip Purples  16-3 and 6-5 
With Jack Cribb 
impressive record in all games played, they do boast a four- 
one record as far as the Hig*Four is concerned. The winner 
of this conference, composed of South Carolina, Furman, 
Citadel and Clchisbn, will play the winner of a similar group 
ill North Carolina. If two proposed Big-Four Conferences 
in Virginia and Maryland ever reach reality, the winners of 
these loops will play the holders of the Carolina crowns. In 
doing this, the Southern Conference officials will have a 
champion that has played sectional teams. As it stands 
now Clemson could play weak clubs and win the title while 
maybe Duke might play all strong teams and lose one game 
which would knock them out of the running. This has hap- 
pened before and will happen again if such a system is not 
worked out. 
Under such a set up, each team would play each other 
team  in  their conference four  games.    This  elements  the 
Stroud Wins Own Game With Hit In Tenth; 
illespie And CiiSbertsosi Hit Homers 
Clemson's Tigers rolled to a 6 
to 5 victory over Furman Uni- 
versity last Tuesday afternoon 
before some 1500 fans here at 
Tigertown. Tuesday's win was 
the Tigers' third against the Hur- 
ricanes and placed them into 
third place in the Southern Con- 
ference race, breaking the tie 
with Richmond University. 
Dan Stroud, who pitched a su- 
perb game, won his own game as 
he .'Hashed a single into center- 
field in the last half of the tenth 
frame. Hugh Angley, Tig right- 
fielder, counted the winning 
marker after he lead off the in- 
ning with a base hit to right. 
Stroud was probably in his best 
form of the season as he scatter- 
ed seven safe hits and fanned 
nine men for his first triumph of 
the season. He walked only two 
batters during the entire nine.and 
two-third innings that he worked. 
Furman began the scoring in 
the first frame, when they rallied 
for five runs. Luther Barnett, 
Hurricane centerfielder, was the 
cog in the attack as he batted in 
Ford Is Star 
For Baby Bengals 
By DICK DOWIS 
One of the most promising 
members of the freshman baseball 
team is Bill Ford, a southpaw 
hurler. Ford came to Clemson 
this February on a baseball 
scohlarship after refusing offers 
from several other schools includ- 
ing the University of North Caro- 
lina. 
Ford hails from Boston, Mass. 
He attended Medford High School, 
where he received his foundation 
in baseball by playing first base 
and pitching for his high school 
aggregation. In addition to base- 
ball, Ford also played three years I 
of hockey in high school. 
Basketball is another sport in 
which the Versatile Ford has 
proven himself worthy of men- 
tion. Although he had no ex- 
perience in high school basketball, 
he came to Clemson in February 
Clemson Scores Most Decisive Win Of 
Season, Walloping Purple Hurricane 
possibility of one team having one bad day and being knock-I two runs.   The Purples were held I and   played    lor   the^ freshman 
ed out because of just one game.    This set up would also 
create a "true" individual batting champion and various 
other titles for the best players in the Southern Confereiice. 
It's our opinion that this would stimulate the players' desire 
to do better and niaybe create an incentive to give it '"the 
ole college fry" a little more often and a little bit harder. 
DAVIDSON HERE 
Clemson's undefeated tracksters play host to the 
Davidson cindermen Saturday in what promises to be a 
close and exciting meet. The Normanmen hold victo- 
ries over Wofford, P. C. and South Carolina and will be 
after the Wildcats' hide to make it four straight. How- 
ever, it won't be as easy for the Tigers as have been the 
last three meets. The North Carolina runners boast a 
good team, that, like Clemson's, perhaps don't show 
their best until the chips are down. They whipped Car- 
olina by just as large a margin as we did and will be 
primed for the week-end duel on Riggs Field. Particu- 
lar outstanding for the Wildcats is their star miler, 
"Guilder" Gray, who has yet to taste defeat this season. 
It promises to bs a thriller which will be seen by a large 
crowd of enthusiasts Saturday. Our money will be 
riding on the Tigers because, as we've said before, 
they haven't been pushed yet, and it's no telling what 
they are capable of doing. 
SWIMMERS MAKE PLANS 
Plans for the I960 swimming team are already being 
made by Coach Aid high 'who lectured to the tank hopefuls 
Tuesday night and who plans to give them points on the va- 
rious strokes year. It's a fine gesture by Mr. McHugh and 
shows his intense interest in pulling Clemson on the map in 
the swimming world, His only asking now is that the boys 
will turn out and help him with his project. If you are a 
fair swimmer, start attending his lectures and answer his 
call when he gathers his tankers together. You may be and 
probably are better than you think you are. 
GOLFERS WIN 
Clemson's golfers strengthened their claim to the 
state championship yesterday by rudely upsetting the 
South Carolina Gamecocks, 17 1-2 to 51-2. The vic- 
tory, which avenged an earlier defeat at the hands of 
the Bird golfers, was \he ninth of the year for the Tig 
linksmen who exhibited championship form. 
While earning the decision on Bcscobel's links, John 
Rees was a shining sight for the Bengals' as he crushed 
Southern Intercollegiate runntrup Dave Smith. It was 
one of the lew times that the U. S. C. golfers had tasked 
defeat this season in a college match. The golfing 
Tigers now have a record of nine wins and two l&ssos, 
one of those coming at the hands of a .powerful Wake 
Forest team. 
ODDS AND ENDS 
Clemson's baseballers have completed five double plays 
for this year . . . Kvcry member but one of Walter Cox's first 
siring are hitlers over three hundred. Luke Dearib.ardt and 
Hugh Angley have swat marks above four hundred . . . Don- 
nie McKinncy, young Sparlanburg ace golfer, suffered his 
first loss of the season in (he Carolina meet . . . Cary Cox, 
former Tiger football captain and newly named Assistant 
Athletic Director, will soon marry Miss Betty Marlon, former 
honorary eadel colonel. Waller Tilley, Cox's predecessor, 
will reliirn to his State Highway position . . . Frank Cillespie 
is the Clemson man to be invited to participate in Ihe College 
all-star game since Hanks McFadden took part in the contest 
in 1939 . . . IPOAY is planning to give a dinner for all intra- 
mural champions the 13th of May. The dinner will be at 
the Methodist Church it 7:30 p. m. Mr. Lester Hates of 
Columbia will be the. speaker at the banquet. 
Curb Service 
STEAKS and SANDWICHES 
TALK Of TOWN 
Open 6 P.M. Till Midnight 
scoreless throughout the next 
nine  innings. 
The Tigers earnet? their runs in 
short spurts. In the second in- 
ning the Coxmen counted twice 
and rallied for two more in the 
third, as power hitters Frank Gil- 
lespie and Ken Culbertson hit 
for the circuit. Gillespie has now 
six homers to his credit and Cul- 
berson has a total of four knocks 
over the wall. The tieing tally 
came in-the seventh frame when 
Luke Deanhardt lined a drive 
that got by second baseman Shel- 
ton and Ray Mathews scored. 
Clemson's winning marker came 
in the last of the tenth on Stroud's 
hit to center. 
Edgar Berry, starting Bengal 
hurler, was sent to the showers 
early in the first inning after he 
bad given up two safe hits. Stroud 
replaced him and went the re- 
maining distance. Chandler start- 
ed for Furman and was removed 
from the hill in the last of the 
tenth after he had given up one 
hit in that frame. O'Shields re- 
lieved him but Chandler was 
charged with the defeat. 
Clemson now has only one more 
tilt with Furman. Tuesday's 
contest was' the sixth conference 
win for the Tigers. Friday and 
Saturday afternoons will find the 
Gamecocks of South Carolina at 
Clemson. This will be a very 
important series for a double vic- 
tory for Clemson puts the Tigers 
in second and knocks the Game- 
cocks down a notch or two. 
NOTICE 
Would you like to earn a 
block letter? Maybe you can. 
The swimming team needs men 
who are willing to work. Even 
if you are only a mediocre 
swimmer, Coach McHugh may 
turn you into a winner. You 
don't have to be a Johnny 
Weissmuller; you just have to 
be interested enough to keep 
strict training and put out some 
hard work. Start right away 
by attending Coach McHugh's 
lectures on the finer points of 
swimming. The next meeting 
will be held Tuesday night at 
seven o'clock in room 100 of 
Riggs Hall.   Be There! 
Hitters Used To Be 
-Lajoie 
"Hitting in my days was a more 
nrecise and skillful operation than 
it is today," says Napoleon (Lar- 
ry) Lajoie, one of the greatest in- 
fielders baseball has ever seen, in 
the May issue 'of "Sports Illustra- 
ted"' magazine, now on news- 
stands. 
"Batters like Willie Keeler, Ed 
Delahanty, Jesse Burkett, Elmer 
Flick, and Ty Cobb would mur- 
der today's pitchers. We batted 
against a dead ball and pitchers 
didn't get a new one to throw at 
batters," declared the seventy- 
three year-old all-time all-star 
now retired in Daytona, Florida. 
Lajoie's theory that hitters were 
better early in this century' also 
applies to pitchers. He claims 
that Walter Johnson was faster 
than Bob Feller and Lefty Grove, 
pointing out that, compared to 
Johnson's record of walks and hit- 
batsman, Feller is really wild. 
One of the questions Lajoie 
hears several times a year is 
"Name your all-time all-star 
team." 
Here's   his   standard   "answer— 
I lb Hal Chase, 2b Bobby Lowe, ss 
Hans  Wagner,  3b Jim  Collins  or 
Bill Bradley, outfielders Ty Cobb, 
Babe    Ruth    and    Jim    McAleer, 
catcher   Eddie   McFarland,   pitcb- 
' ers Walter Johnson, Amos Rusie, 
| and Addie Joss.    Everyone takes 
I at    least    one    exception—Lajoie 
[should be playing second base. 
basketball team as a forward. 
Last summer, Ford pitched for 
Wellflet, a semi-pro team in the 
Cape Cod League. He finished 
the season with the near perfect 
record of ten wins against one 
loss. He plans to play semi-pro 
ball again this summer and is con- 
sidering several offers from vari- 
ous teams. 
Here at Clemson, Ford's aca- 
demic interests are in chemistry, 
but because of the opportunities 
offered in the field of textiles, 
he will probably change his course 
to either Textile Engineering or 
Textile Manufacturing. 
Ford is only eighteen years old, 
and has a brilliant future in base- 
ball—both at Clemson and in pro- 
fessional baseball, which he hopes 
to play someday after graduation 
from college. 
Swimmers Meet To Discuss '50 Plans 
Boston Braves Now 
Beginning To (lick 
The National League champion 
Boston Braves have finally hit 
their stride and have captured 
the lead in the loop that they ran 
away with last year. The Red- 
men, who have probably the most 
well-rounded nine in the league,! 
have capitalized on powerful hit- ] 
ting and good pitching to swing 
into the driver's seat. Sluggers 
like Tommy Holmes, Alvin Dark, 
Pete Reiser, and Bobby Eliot have 
provided the fireworks at the 
plate, while ace hurler Johnny 
Sain and Warren , E'pahn have 
sparkled on the mound. Rookie 
Antonelli,, wh<3" cost the Braves a 
tremendous sum in bonuses, has 
also performed capably on the 
mound. 
The Cincinnati Reds, runner-up 
to the Massachusettes club, , con- 
tinues to fool the experts by rid- 
ing high in the first division. Al- 
though they are sorely missing 
the services of their ace tosser, 
Ewell Blackwell, .the Reds held 
a half game lead over, the St. 
Louis Cardinals in games played 
prior to yesterday. The Cardi- 
nals, who seemed to lack the 
punch they should get from their 
mound corps, hold a full game 
margin over last week's leaders, 
the New York Giants. 
In yie American League, it's 
still the New York Yankees who 
are continuing to burn the base- 
paths to hold a two game lead 
over the surprising Chicago White 
Sox. Casey Stengal, new mana- 
ger for the Nc| York ball club, is 
receiving good support from his 
batsmen. Picked to finish deep 
in. the second division, the Chisox 
are out in front of the third run- 
uing Cleveland Indians by one 
and a half games. The world 
champion Indians only hold a half 
game lead over the Johnny Groth 
led Detroit Tigers who round out 
the first division. 
Approximately twelve members 
and prospective members' of 
Clemson's 1950 swimming team 
met last Tuesday night to Sis- 
cuss plans for next year's season. 
Coach McHugh of the tankers an- 
nounced that he has already sche- 
duled tentatively a meet for Jan- 
uary 14 with the University of 
Florida. In order to be in con- 
dition for that early meet, the 
team will probably start organized 
practice in the late fall or earlier. 
Mr. McHugh urged the potential 
swimmers to begin immediately 
to improve their strokes. 
The meeting was highlighted by 
a lecture by Mr. McHugh on the 
history of swimming and the Aus- 
tralian crawl stroke. This lecture 
was the beginning of a series of 
such lectures which will be given 
jregularly until examination time 
and probably will be continued 
next fall. Mimeographed sheets 
illustrating the crawl were pass- 
ed out to those present.- 
Mr. McHugh issued the call 
to all men interested in swim- 
ming for the team next season to 
come down next Tuesday night 
to hear the second in the lecture 
.series, which will be held at 7:00 
o'clock in room 100 Riggs Hall. 
These lectures offer an excellent 
opportunity for anyone who would 
like to improve his swimming to 
get some straight information 
from a man who really knows his 
stuff. 
Riflers Get Awards; 
icers Elected 
Intramural Softball 
Play Oils Begin 
After playing a combined total 
of 72 contests,.the intramural soft- 
ball teams have wound up a sea- 
son of exciting and spirited play. 
Company B and Company K will 
play a 2 out of 3 series to deter- 
mine the champion of group 1 and 
2. The Faculty and Misfits will 
•play a similar series to determine 
the champ of group 3 and 4. The 
survivors of these series will face 
each other Monday in the "World 
Series" for the Intramural softball 
crown. This series will be the 
best three out of give. 
Final standings: 
Team Played Won Lost Percentage 
I 
At a banquet for the members 
of the rifle team on April 8, it 
was announced that ten members 
of the 1949 team would be award- 
ed letters and sweaters' for their 
work with the team. Those who 
earned letters are: team captain 
Frank Gunby, Carrol Allen, Bob- 
bie Mitchum, Euel Shelley, Hugh 
Woodle, Merrill Levy, Maurice 
Rice, Meldel Postor, Clesley West, 
and Hugh Haynee. 
Officers for next year's team 
were also elected at the banquet. 
Carroll Allen was elected as the 
captain of the '49-'50 team, and 
Mendel Postor was elected alter- 
nate captain. Last year's captain, 
Frank Gunby was named pub- 
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♦ The Clemson College Tiger 
baseballers scored their most de- 
cisive victory of the season Wed- 
nesday afternoon when they 
slaughtered the Furman Purple 
Hurricane by a score of 16-3. The 
visiting Tigers collected 19 safe- 
ties off the offerings of three Fur- 
man pitchers, while Hugh Kea, 
pitching for the winners, gave up 
only nine hits to the Hornets. 
Big Luke Deanhardt, playing 
first base, was the leader at the 
plate. Deanhardt got four hits 
for six trips to bat and personal-" 
ly crossed the home plate four 
times to account for four of the 
Tiger runs. Tommy Castles was 
also prominent with the willow. 
Castles collected two hits for 
three trys, including a three-bag- 
ger which drove in three scores. 
Frank Gillespie, playing the hot 
corner had a batting record of 
two for six for the afternoon and 
turned in a very neat job of field- 
ing. Second sacker Gene Augh- 
try played errorless ball and 
got two hits for four tries. 
The fielding was generally 
good for the game. In winning 
the game, Kea fanned four Fur- 
man men and walked five. The 
j Tiger fielders supported him well 
and caused fourteen Furman men 
to be left stranded on the bases.* 
The line-ups: 
I, 
She: "Why, what sli: expres- 
sive hands you have. They belong 
on  a  girl." 
He: "Okay, baby you asked for 
it." 
Sundial 
WARNING TO WOMEN 
When buying jewelry it is al- 
ways a good practice to inspect 
the inside.for identification of the 
metals of which it is' made. The 
jewelry buying public has recent- 
ly been subjected to a number of 
misrepresentations. In the United 
States only four States, New 
York, Illinois, Rhode Island and 
New Jersey, require manufactur- 
ers to»stamp jewelry. 
The noble metals of the plati- 
num family are stamped as fol- 
lows: "Plat" for platinum; "Pall" 
for palladium; "Irid" for iridium; 
"Rhod" for rhodium; and "Ruth" 
is the official stamp for ruthen- 
ium. 
Pure gold, which is too soft for 
practical .use in jewelry, is 24 
karats.     Such   meals   as   capper, 
ELDERLY; 
Nearly 30% of all pedestrian 
fatalities are suffered by only 7%' 
of the population—those past 65 
years of age I. To avoid trouble in 
traffic they should be alert, watch- 
ful and should carefully observ* 
safe walking rules. 
Clemson 
Mathews,   cf 
Culberson, ss 
Gillespie,   3b 
Castles,  If 
Angley,  rf 
Aughtry, 2b 
Hendley, c 
Kea,   p 
Stroud, If 








Phillips,  c 
Edwards, lb 




Metcalfe, cf, p 
Ballew, ss 
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silver and nickel are used as 
hardeners and also affect the 
color, varying it from almost 
white to a deep yellow. Most of 
the popular gold jewelry is 14 
-karat. 
•   Totals 33    9    3    3    0 
Three     base     hits:      Gillespie, 
Hendley, Castles. 
Two base hits: Cox. 
Double play: Gillespie to Dean- 
hardt. 
Mil. 
Dept.   3 
Neups 3 
Fac- 
ulty      4 
Mis- 





Val Mikiel, America's out- 
standing i woman bowler, lost use 
of her bowling elbow in an acci- 
dent and bowls with her shoulder 
. . . For'the first time coaches are 
now thinking that weight-lifting 
is good training for shot putters 
. . . Beverly Baker, junior girls 
tennis champion, is ambidextrous 
and hits her backhand by switch- 
ing her racket to her left hand. 
The major cause 'of broken' 
rods is the failure to keep the 
angle of the rod within 90 de- 
grees of a line from the reel to 
the fish . . . Any fish capable of 
making swift runs of more than 
twenty feet should be played di- 
rectly from the reel . . . the com- 
mon belief that you should "keep 
the rod up" in playing a fish, is 
wrong ... If you don't know how 
to play a fish on a fly rod, an ar- 
ticle in May SPORTS ILLUS- 
TRATED will tell you virtually 
everything you have to know. 
MMMh If r (jlfc 
Wrapped for Mailing 
TOILETRIES 
m 
L C. Martin Drug Company 
P. S. McCollum, Owner      *      Clemson. S. C. 
The Official College Book Store1 
mum 
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Cary Cox Replaces Walter Tilley 
Spo r If acts 
in 
Focus 
By Jim Rice 
CHALK UP ANOTHER HONOR FOR GILLESPIE 
We learned today that Frank Gillespie has been honored 
again, (his time not on a conference or state basis, but on,a 
national basis. He has been invited to play in the Annual 
College All-Star, game which takes place at Soldier Field in 
Chicago, Illinois, in the latter part of August. 
Gillespie said the invitation had been exxtended him 
from Arch Ward of the Chicago Tribune, one of the largest 
newspapers in the nation. This is a very coveted honor, as 
there are only about three or four teams chosen from the 
colleges of the entire nation. 
The College All-Stars will play the Philadelphia Eagles, 
professional football aggregation. 
He is to leave about the first week in August and then 
he will go into a three weeks training period prior to the 
game. In the past these games have drawn considerable at- 
tention and have featured such stars as EIroy Hurst, Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin, Charlie Trippi,' University of Georgia, 
Johnny Lupjack, Notre Dame, Bob Davis, Georgia Tech, Bob 
Chappius of Michigan, and Banks McFadden, Clemson. 
This is indeed a great honor not only for Gillespie, but 
also for Clemson. Best of luck to you Frank, and we hope 
that you see plenty of action so you can show them damn 
Yankees what kind of football players we turn out down 
here in the deep South. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION STILL HAS HOPES 
Although nothing has been said lately about Physical 
i Education in this column, that does/n't mean that it has died 
out, and is forgotten. The fact of the matter is quite the 
contrary. We are now in a. better position than ever be- 
fore to bring this matter before the school authorities. A 
great deal of interest has been shown by'several clubs on the 
campus and it is our hope that before long we can have some 
faction on this matter by these clubs. 
This matter was also brough to light in the recent po- 
litical elections and was one of the basic issues of one of the 
platforms. We hope that through these channels we may 
also accomplish more towar.d the end of installing such a 
curriciiluhi at Clemson m lhe next year, at' least.    II is now 
s-inore than ever in the limelight and if work is continued on 
it so that it may have a fair chance to stay in the limelight, 
who knows what may be accomplished along these lines. 
Thus far, we have rallied the support of the Athletic 
Department, part  of  the students, and with a little more 
(time and effort enough pressure may be bright" to bear on 
it, that something will have to be done either, to pass and 
'install it or to defeat it entirely.    It will depend largely on 
' the students and the support of the established organiza- 
tions on the campus as well as numerous faculty factions 
as to whether this proposed plan will succeed or fail. 
Undoubtedly, with a well organized and well rounded 
• curriculum in Physical Education, Clemson would benefit 
greatly in the future, for such a course wotdd naturally tend 
to draw athletes here. If this can be accomplished our ath- 
letics would be greater than ever before, and this would be 
one of the best forms of advertisement the school could hope 
4o have.    We Would have a great deal inore national recog- 
, nil ion, and naturally people would be more interested in 
the school merely because of the athletics. 
Gcnllenu'ii, don't misinterpret the gist of, these articles 
on Physical Education. We cannot definitely 'say that 
Clemson will ever have such a course, but in writing these 
articles we hope lo help in arousing interest in the matter 
{and therefore bring more* pressure to bear on a much needed 
program. All we ask is that you cooperate by weighing the 
merits, and, of course, considering the demerits of Physical 
Education, for Clemson. Whatever conclusion you reach 
"will be worth the effort for you ate thinking in terms of 
something which in the future may he invaluable to Clem- 
, ,son. 
ATTENTION, GRADUATING SENIORS!!!!! 
Coach Cary Cox, new Iptay Head, has asked us to an- 
nounce to all graduating seniors to join Iptay as soon as 
possible after they graduate. We realize that you are going 
[out into a cold, cruel world, and it will really be a hard life 
niter these four years at college, but men, realize the im- 
portance of the Iptay organization. 
For less than one dollar per month you become a mem- 
ber of an organization which, has possibly contributed more 
*lo building Clemson athletics than any other organization 
in existence. This is a small amount to contribute when 
you realize the important work which this organization does 
to the betterment of the college. You also gain numerous 
advantages by joining, for you get better seats to the foot- 
ball games and also have the privilege of belonging to a 
great bunch of men. If you would like to do something to 
help Clemson, you can do nothing better than to join Iptay 
when .you graduate. 
WEDDING BELLS FOR CARY!!!! 
Another Tiger bites the dust; this time it's Coach Gary 
Cox, former Clemson center, now coach-and Iptay Head. 
His engagement to Miss Hetty Barton of Anderson has re- 
cently been announced and the wedding will take place in 
the next couple of months.    Congratulations "Al," and we 
* (Continued on Page 8) 
♦ Mr. Walter - Tilley, assistant* 
athletic director of Clemson, re- 
signed his post recently, and has 
been succeeded by assistant coach 
Cary Cox. Mr. Tilley has served 
in this capacity for the past two 
years, and has also been ticket 
manager. Another and one of his 
most important duties was as 
Iptay contact man. He has done 
a great job in the latter capacity, 
and has helped to make Iptay the 
organization it is today. 
Before coming to Clemson, Til- 
ley served with the State High- 
way Department and he has re- 
turned to this department as an 
engineer which was his position 
before coming to Clemson. He 
will be stationed in Greenville, 
therefore he will still be in hol- 
lering distance, and we feel sure 
that he will keep up with the 
Tigers. 
In the two years which he 
served at Clemson he did much in 
the line of his duties to sell Clem- 
son to the state. He is to be com- 
mended for the service which 
he has done for the school, and we 
are sorry to see him leave. 
, To fill his shoes, assistant coach 
Cary Cox has been chosen. Cary 
was a member of the .1947 Tiger 
football team and captained them 
that season. Since then, he has 
had the job of assistant football 
coach, and freshman baseball 
coach. His Baby Bengals are 
making quite a name for them- 
selves this season. This is a 
great undertaking, especially 
since Coach Cox will still be act- 
ing in his coaching capacity. 
Tiger Trackmen To 
Run Against Cats 
Clemson's undefeated cinder- 
men will play host to. Davidson's 
Wildcats here at the Tiger track, 
The 'Cats should furnish the Tigs 
with the toughest opposition that 
they've had all season. 
Coach Norman's boys have 
been working hard all week and 
with the boys running here at 
Tigertown, they should be given 
a slight edge. Both Clemson and 
Davidson trounced U. S. C. by 
substantial margins a few weeks 
back. 
The track team will go to 
Clinton May 13 and 14 to vie in 
the South Carolina state meet. 
The Tigers have beaten every ma- 
jor track team in the state and 
are expected to walk away with 
the honors in  almost  every  field. 
The conference meet will be 
held in Chapel Hill, N. C. the 
weekend of the twentieth and 
twenty-first. Coach Norman's 
boys will be on hand to try for 
glory against some of the best 
teams of the South. 
On May 28, the team will travel 
to Atlanta for the interconference 
meet. This will be the biggest 
affair of the year, and it will de- 
termine the true strength of the 
Clemson team against really stiff 
opposition. 
Sports Calendar 
May 6 . 
Baseball —  South  Carolina  at 
Clemson 
May 7 
Baseball — South Carolina at 
Clemson 
Track—Davidson at Clemson 
May 10 
Baseball — Furman  at  Green- 
ville 
May 13 
Baseball—Citadel at Clemson 
Track—State Meet at Clinton 
May 14 
.   Baseball—The Citadel at Clem- 
son 
Track—State Meet at 'Clinton 
May 16 
Baseball—N. C. State at Laurin- 
burg 
May 17 
Golf   —   State   Tournament   at 
Spartanburg 
May 18 
Golf   —   State   Tournament   at 
Spartanburg 
May 19 
Golf   —■   State   Tournament   at 
Spartanburg 
May 20 
Golf — State Tournament at 
Spartanburg 
Track — Conference meet at 
Chapel  Hill 
Baseball  — South   Carolina   in 
Columbia 
May 21 
Track — Conference m e e t— 
Chapel Hill 
Baseball —  South  Carolina  in 
Columbia 
May 28 
Track — Inter-Conference meet 
in Atlanta 
ends 
Ed Osbourne, Clemson Publicity 
Director attended a meeting of 
the American College Public Re- 
lations and Sport's Writers As- 
sociation in Washington, D. C, 
from Tuesday, April 26, to Sat- 
urday, April 30. • General prob- 
lems connected with athletic pub- 
lic relations were discussed at the School in Pittsburg. He played 
meeting. four   years    of   varsity    football, 
Also   attending   the   convention 'three   of   baseball,    and   two   of 
was Joe Sherman, a former Clem- , basketball. 
son New's Bureau head. Mr. Sher- j     In his  senior  year  at  Langley, 
man is now in charge of athletic  he was picked  on the All-Pitts- 
By DICK RAINES 
Richard Sobocinski, who played 
a lot of halfback for last year's 
Frosh eleven, looms as a promis- 
ing back field matt for next sea- 
son. "Sobo," sa he's called by his 
friends, hails from Pittsburg, Pa. I 
"Sobo" had an outstanding ath- ' 
letic record while at Langley High 




Clemson 8—Davidson 1 
Clemson 13—Duke 3 
Clemson 16—Duke 18 
Clemson 4—P .C.  3 
Clemson 6—Georgia 12 
Clemson 5—P. C. 19 
Clemson 7—Florida  9 
Clemson 13—Florida 14 
Clemson  18—Wofford  20 
Clemson 9—Furman 6 
Clemson   16—Furman  3 
Clemson 6—Furman 5 
Won 6—Lost six. 
TIGER BATTING AVERAGES 
Hugh Angley, slugging Tiger outfielder, is currently 
leading the Clemson baseball nine at the plate with a bril- 
liant .454 average. . He has hit safely 10 times out of 22 
chancesg*at the platter. Angley's array of Kaseknqcks in- 
clude one two base hit and one three bagger. 
First baseman Luke Deanhardt comes next in the Tiger 
hit parade with a .404 mark. Deanhardt has to his credit 
nineteen hits, including 3 two-ply knocks and two fourmast- 
ers. Close behind Deanhardt with a .377 average is shorts 
stop Ken Culberson who has 22 hits out of 59 trips to the 
plate. Culberson has banged 3 two baggers and four round- 
trippers. 
Rounding out the top four Tiger sluggers is Frank Gil- 
lespie, who has more extra base, hits than any man on the 
team. The veteran third baseman has connected for four 
doubles, one triple, and six homers in 54 times at bat. He 
also has to his credit six singles. 
burg prep eleven and made hon- 
orable mention on the same team 
the year before. He played in 
the first prep school All-Star 
game ever held in Pittsburg. 
In baseball, Sobocinski was a 
top notch backstop and was also 
one of the team's outstanding bat- 
ters. Richard starred in baseball 
as he did on the gridiron, for he 
played in the prep All-Star game 
which was played at Forbes Field, 
home of the Pittsburg Pirates. 
During this current ball season, 
"Sobo" is the Baby Tigs first 
string catcher and should fit into 
the varsity diamond picture when 
next spring rolls around. 
Sobocinski first saw Clemson 
in action back in '47, when he wit- 
nessed the Tiger's victory over 
Duqueshe. Richard was very much 
impressed with the Tigers' victory 
and shortly thereafter Coach 
Howard had him in the fold. 
"Sobo" had scholarships to the 
University of Pittsburg, Geneva, 
and  Duquesne,  among  others. 
At present Sobocinski is an 
arts and sciences major, but he 
too, like the majority of Clemson 
athlettes, leans toward a career in 
The Bengals have collected 144 hits in 490 chances to 
compile a team average of .294. Included in the 144 knocks 
are six triples, 21 doubles and 18 homcruns.    They've scored ! favor of a Phys Ed "department 
Tiger homerun king Frank Gillespie crosses the plate with a broad 
grin on his face as he's just clouted his sixth home run of this 
current season. Ken Culberson (26) Tiger shortstop and out- 
fieldcir Tom Castles (25) congratulates Frank as he digs his spikes 
into the home plate. Culberson had just hit for the circuit a few 
minutes before. The homer took place in the Furman game which 
the Tigs'won. 
Bughes Leads Tiger Twirlers With 2 Wins; 
iger Linkslers-Win 
rei •w 
The high flying Clemson: Tiger 
linksmen gained revenge for an 
early season defeat at the hands 
of the University of South Caro- 
lina  by  dropping the  Gamecocks 
17 1-2 to 5 1-2 yesterday at Bos- 
coaching   and very   much   in \ cobel_    John "Beowulfe" Rees led 
. his   mates   by   downing   Southern 
121 times in twelve games to earn a slightly more than ten  being placed into the curriculum „>. ■, „-... ■'■'■" 'o•■ 1 i ,   here  at  Clemson Intercollegiate     runner-up       Big 
runs:.a game average.    Sixteen ..runs were  scored  against, * ■ of! Dave" Smith. Rees fired a sparkl- 
i-t ■     -i    i *    TIT     rv>        ' 1      xl   •     L ' i    T-'i *   1 OUDU        Will    Uc    CUIUIIJ.C.1     UI JLc    ul b urman, eighteen against Wofford, thirteen against Honda, I many promising backs that winjing  74  while  defeating  the  ace 
16 against Duke arid thirteen against Duke. j be coming up from,the ranks of   Bird golfer 2 to 1. 
last   year's   Frosh   team,   and   if 
Frank Gillespie leads in the runs-batted-in department  this past season is any indication 
with twenty-three.    Tom  Castles has brought in fourteen | as to what is to come, then Coach 
runners to place second and Luke Deanhardt has batted in Howard has a real find. 
twelve Bengals to place third. 
Player 
Angley      .1    _r—.. ,_-,.-   
Deanhardt         
Culberson      :        
Gillespie             
Moore _____ -        
Joyce       
Castles     - 
Ma thews .___38 
Hendley ___              ~--i-4P 
Aughtry    ______      51 
McKay 23 
Cox : 21 
Stroud    20 
Hughes    —_  4 1 
Gaddis        2 
Berry  0 
Captain Stan Halliday split with 
the State Intercollegiate champ 
Bob Thoren, 1 1-2 to 1 1-2. Halli- 
day and Thoren both matched 
Rees's score of 74.   Rees and Hal- 
Ab H 2b 3b Hr Rbi Av 
_ _7 . __^22 
47 
.__.__'! ______   _   59 






































Do  you know .  .  .  the longest 
baseball throw was_426 feet 9 1-2   liday bumped  Smith  and  Thoren 
3 to 0. 
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inches'by Sheldon Lejeune, Octo- 
ber 9, 1910 . . . the most sensation- 
al batting feat by'a   1948  rookie 
was by George Vico, Detroit first \ for the first time this year by be- 
baseman, who hit the! first ball j ing edged out by George Dial 2 to 
.375 ! pitched him in the majors for a'L Billy "The Kid" Delk white- 
;3 16 ! home run . ., Joe DiMaggio's life- j washed Jeter 3 to 0 Delk match- 
time record of 303 home runs L ___,,.-.•'. 
rates him seventh among all-time   ?d Rees s "'.storing score by also j Purples,   16  to 
♦ Bob "Bird Dog" Hughes is cur- 
rently leading the Clemson Tiger 
pitchers as the baseballers head 
into the last stretch of the '49 
season. Hughes boasts a two- 
one record for the year. He has 
beaten the Duke Blue Devils and 
the. Furman University Hurricane 
and has lost to the University of 
Georgia Bulldogs. The Edge- 
field righthander has seen ser- 
vice in six of fourteen ball games, 
but many of his assignments have 
come in the form of relief jobs. 
' Dan Stroud, who actually has 
the .1000 percentage work, has 
hurled in -three games, but has • 
received credit f*r only one win, 
that one coming over the Furman 
Hornets Monday. 
Stroud who also plays in the 
outfield, relieved started Edgar , 
Berry in the latest Tig encounter, 
end limited the Hornets to seven 
safe hits during the remainder of 
the game. 
Hugh Kea,  who  also  boasts    a 
perfect fecord of one victory and 
no  losses,  is  another  hurler  who 
ever the Greenvilli&ns. Kea's 
1^...„-,,. .,.,  Am-ji 27 when he 
slaughterer   the 
won 
victory'came o 
and    his    mates 
.333 
.320   major 
.31(5 
•>i>>       Do    you 
',__„   shooting wa 
a 








ney defeated Dial and Jeter "2 to the 
1. witl 
The   golf   team   will   trayel   to . •,. 
Spartanburg May 16 to participate 
know that . . . skeet 
. originally developed 
a substitute for field shooting j 
. . . skeet targets, when called for 
by the shooter, appear after a in the State Intercollegiate To in- 
variable delay up to three seconds; ney. Players planning to make 
and reach a speed of almost 60 th(? trip aro stan Halli'day, John 
miles an hour.. . . the shooter^ fires ^^ 
two shots from each of eight dif- , 
ferent shooting stations, a total of   ney, Skip Alexander, Jack  Stacy, 
25 shots ... J°e Chapman, and Fisty Bethel. 
on 
din _ Joyce, 
h a one end two record, Ed- 
: ar Berry, who has, won one and 
lost two, Bob Gaddis also the 
wirfrtcr of one and the loser of. 
two, and Frank Gillespie. The 
si.;)!- thipd baseman took lime out 
from his hot corn< r duties to 
twirl  h  few n !ainst    the 
Woffcrd Terriers'. 
For Smoothness and Styling^ 
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THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES No. 10 of a Series By ANDREW L. PETERSEN 
AMERICAN textile ma- 
** chinery developments, 
ranking in importance with 
the earlier great English in- 
ventions, help account for 
the industry's forward pro- 
gress since the time of 
Slater. The first great step 
was James Thorpe's perfec- 
tion of ring spinning in 1323. 
By eliminating bulky "fly- 
ers" from spinning frames, 
this little-known Rhode Is- 
land inventor made spin- 
ning faster, simpler and less 
expensive. Today ring spin- 
ning is the method most 
widely used in America. 
0—South Carolina rates high in 
textile manufacturing, but its rank 
in other manufacturing enter- 
prises is low, and not all of its 
natural resources'are utilized by 
any means. For example, it ;s 
said that this, community has 
several large deposits of fine pot- 
tery clay, yet most of the pottery 
sold in the county is manufactur- 
ed in  Georgia. 
NIMMONS & FIELD CO. 
A Complete General Merchandise Store 
YOUR NORGE DEALER 
Seneca, S* C. Phone 630 
SPORTFACTS IN FOCUS 
(Continued from Page 7) 
hope that the future will hold plenty of luck and happiness. 
NEW APPROACH 
New Forestry Film 
Is Available For Loan 
"Fire Call" is the title of a 
We still haven't had any winners in the past contests i5_minute 16mm color film in 
which yon choose the winners of the baseball games, so1^,^ on lorest fire control that 
we'll tiy a new approach to give away some Phillip Morris is now available from the Clem- 
cigarettes. Here's a sports quiz which ought to tax your son extension film library, it was 
thinking power, you reap a great reward. We have five announced today by W. J. Barker, 
cartons of Philip Morris to give away. Let's see if you can leader, Forestry Extension Work. 
win them.    One entry per person, and all entries must be in     The film was financed by the 
by 1 o'clock Saturday, May 7. Southern  Pulpwood . Conservation 
Q. WHAT  PLAYER  HAS  THE  HIGHEST BATTING  Association   in   cooperation   with 
AVERAGE FOR A SINGLE WORLD SERIES ? the State Forestry DePartments of 
A. 
Q. WHAT FOOTBALL PLAYER WON BOTH THE 
JOHN W. HEISMAN AND THE ROBERT W. MAXWELL 
MEMORIAL TROPHIES IN 1947? 
A. 
Q. WHAT FIGHTER WENT THROUGH THE MOST 
FIGHTS WITHOUT LOSING? 
A. 
Q. WHAT WERE THE ODDS IN THE FIRST JOE 
LOUIS-JOE WALCOTT FIGHT IN DECEMBER, 1947? 
A. 
Q. WHAT FIGHT DREW THE LARGEST GATE IN 
THE HISTORY OF BOXING? 
A. * 
"Where'd he come from?" 
Georgia and Florida, and a print 
has been presented to Clemson 
College by the Champion Paper 
and Fibre Company of Canton, N. 
C. 
The film contrasts the old and 
new method of preventing and 
controlling forest fires and shows 
how community action and ef- 
fort can be of great benefit in 
keeping fires small. It is of in- 
terest to all South Carolinians. 
County agents and others may 
obtain the film for local showings 
by writing to the Clemson College 
Extension Service, Clemson, re- 
questing it. 
%—A dumb girl is a depe, a dope 
is a drug, doctors give drugs to 
relieve pain. Therefore, a dumb 





Flowers, Pot Plants 
Place   Your   Orders   Early   As 
Some Flowers Arc Scarce 
Royal Acres Florist 
Seneca-Clemson  Highway 
Finley's Esso 
Station 
Gas ... Oil . Groceries 
£s$o. 
Washing— —Greasing 
Phone   2481—Pendleton,   S.   C. 
•First Station on Right as You 
Enter Pendleton 
"SERVICE   WITH   A   SMILE" 
Sonny: "Do angels have wings, 
mommy?" 
Mother:  "Yes,  darling." 
Sonny: "Can they fly?" 
Mother: "Yes, dear." 
Sonny: "Then when is nursie 
going to fly—'cause Daddy called 
her an angel last night?" 
Mother: "Tomorrow, darling, 
tomorrow."—Balance  Sheet. 
THI Seat ^eiMiowH 
CLEMSON PHARMACY & BUS STATION 
1:30 to 5:30 Sundays — 7 A. M. to 8:30 P. M. Weekly 
FISHING EQUIPMENT ' PIPES 
REVERE MOTION PICTURE MACHINES 
BELL AND HOWELL MOVIE EQUIPMENT 
EASTMAN CAMERAS PROJECTORS  . 




AND   HAMBURGERS 
- Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. 
^A% 





Frank Dillard, Mgr. 
WE SELL THE MATERIAL 
Orlwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga. 
Does the Work. 
See Us Fori 
Your Clothing Needs 




FRI.-SAT., MAY 6, 7 
The Wonderful 
Urge' 
with Tyrone Power, 
Gene Tierney 
Saturday ONLY 8 p. m. 
POP QUIZ 
Cash Prize Now 
»250.G0 
Plus valuable prices from 
lccil merchant 
MON.-TUES, MAY 9, 10 
'Act of Violence' 
with Van Heflin, 
Robt.  Ryan 
WEB.-THUR., MAY 11, 12 
'Sun Comes Up' 




The Anderson Hardware Co. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND 
COOKIES 
COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO. 
Easley, South Carolina 
MAKE  THE 
CALHOUN   HOTEL 
Your ILadquarters 
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager Anderson, S. C. 
HEYWARD MAHON CO. 
Greenville, S. C. 
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LEADING STORE FOR MEN 
AND YOUNG MEN 
TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO— 
Copyrighc ISM?. LigyErr Si MYEM TOMCCO CO.. 
